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MMeessssaaggee  ffrroomm  

MMrr..  SShhaaiikkhh  MMeehhmmoooodd  

 “God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to 
change the things I can & the wisdom to know the difference”. 

Yet another year comes to an end. The path has not been all roses but with the untiring efforts and great 

support of the management; we have succeeded in publishing the second edition of our WISE-Mag. To make 
the current issue visually attractive and vibrant, we have given it a makeover both in content and form. 

I would also very gladly state that this esteemed organization is developing at a rapid pace and our team is 
striving hard to achieve the set targets. Our ultimate goal this year is to organize an event comprising of such 

motivational and encouraging competitions which will serve as a catalyst in bringing out the bright and aspiring 
talents of Karachi to showcase their passion and skills.  

The main incentive of the event will be to provide the young learners an established platform of International 
standard, so that they could ascend themselves up to the level of professionalism and sustain their unique and 
creative skills to the verge of excellence. 

At this juncture, I wish to congratulate all my praiseworthy team members, Dr. Humera Sultana, Miss Shikha 

Sharma, Sabrina Josefus, and all those who did a commendable job of providing quality material to our readers. 
And indeed, very special thanks to our prestigious and renowned contributors, without their support this would 

have been absolutely impossible. 

It is our mission to carryon our untiring efforts with the same zeal & zest to make this organization meritorious 

by presenting a much wider & brighter spectrum of literature.   

It had been our goal to make this year’s issue a compilation worth reading and cherishing, and I hope you all 

will appreciate it too.  

 

Shaikh Mehmood Bin Humayun 

(Founder & CEO ‘WIS’) 
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FFrroomm  tthhee  ddeesskk  ooff  DDrr..  HHuummeerraa  SSuullttaannaa  

 

A little over a year ago Shaikh Mehmood followed me on Twitter and requested me to join the 
page of WIS on Facebook. I never for a moment thought that his passion for English Literature 

would flare up in the form of an E- magazine and I would be writing a message for his 

magazine. While I am not altogether surprised I am delighted to know that a graduate Engineer 

has such a passion for literature. 

I have seen Shaikh gather people’s work on facebook meticulously and the work in connection 

with this magazine has been for him a labour of love and I feel happy contributing something to 

this young man’s dream of an E-mag.  

Writers from all over the world have contributed to this magazine and it certainly helps in 
promoting a greater understanding of different peoples of the world especially the people of 

India and Pakistan. I earnestly pray that it will help in strengthening the bonds of understanding 

and sympathy between the two countries for love of letters transcends all boundaries. 

I wish the very best of luck to the team of WIS and hope that it thrives and flourishes in a 

robust way. 

 

Dr. Humera Sultana 

(Lecturer English Literature, Imam bin Saud University,  
Riyadh (Saudi Arabia)) 
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THE DRINKERS ARE DOING WELL, WITHOUT GETTING DRUNK. 

THEY FEEL OBLIGED TO YOU, WITHOUT GETTING DRUNK. 

                 

                                                                        

WE LOVE YOUR WINE BAR MORE THAN WINE ITSELF  

AND SEE IT WITH PLEASURE, WITHOUT GETTING DRUNK. 

           

                                                                                  

HIS NIGHT IS SPENT IN COUNTING STARS, THE ONE 

WHO SEES THE EVENING STAR, WITHOUT GETTING DRUNK. 

 

IN THIS UNFAMILIAR LAND THERE IS NO WINE, 

SO WE BEAR THIS GRIEF, WITHOUT GETTING DRUNK. 

 

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU DRINK A GLASS OR TWO? 

YOU NEED SUPPORT, BASIR, WITHOUT GETTING DRUNK. 

 

‘Drunk’ 
 By  

 Basir Sultan Kazmi (Pakistan) 

 

Born in Pakistan (1955) Basir Sultan Kazmi is a poet in the ghazal tradition of 

his illustrious father Nasir Kazmi (late). He studied/taught English Literature at the Government College Lahore. He 

edited Ravi (1974) and was the office bearer of the college literary and dramatic societies. He did his M.Ed (1991) and 

M.Phil (2000) from the University of Manchester and PGCE in English (1995). He currently teaches in Manchester. He also 

worked for BBC’s Asian programme (19991-92) and has been conducting poetry/drama workshops all over the UK. He has 

an Urdu poetry collection Moj-e-Khayal (1997) and translations of ghazals in A Little Bridge (1997), Generations of 

Ghazals (2003) and in several magazines and anthologies. His Urdu play Bisaatwas published in 1987 and its translation The 

Chess Board in 1997. He won the North West Playwrights Workshop Award in 1992. His plays have been performed in 

northern theatres. He has recited his poetry in several cities of Europe, Pakistan, and the USA. 7 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complaint 
By Basir Sultan Kazmi (Pakistan) 

Whatever you may do for her, she will complain;                                                                                                                                

All that she does, it seems, is to complain. 

She already has whatever she needs;                                                                                                                                                

One wonders why she does complain. 

                     We were not free even in the garden;                                          

When caged by the captor, we didn’t complain. 

                     We didn’t prepare ourselves for you,                                                           

O changing time, but we don’t complain. 

O Sheikh, you complain against everyone                                                                                                                               

Be careful lest you’re labeled ‘Mr. Complain’. 

              I never got a chance in privacy,                                     

I wouldn’t otherwise, in public, complain. 

 We, down-trodden, are happy, Basir,                                                                                                                                                                   

The high-ups heard when we did complain. 

 

*Sheikh, a traditional character in Urdu Ghazal, represents those who keep 

criticizing and try to ‘reform’ others by advising them every now and then. 
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Here I am, 
As if to confound myself, 

Just as I ever was. 
Seemingly little more than an excited dervish, 

Forever chasing shadows, 
Knowing that, come what may, 

Beauty will continue to throng around me, 
Till I am no more 

What was it I never told you? 
For isn’t it true that, without fear, 

We are capable of anything… 
The smell of fresh rain, 

Like gunpowder on the lawn, embellishes the day, as the summer rips on. 
And we can but wonder as, flawless, early morning moisture, 

Stranded on a leaf, glints in the sunshine. 
The world watches and waits for us, it seems… 

As if to suggest its best to have an unquiet response to the nature of things! 
So drink deep of your sorrows, 

Drink deep of your joy and then love 
And live restlessly for as long as the charged ache in your spirit allows 

 
 

HHHeeerrreee   III   aaammm   
By 
 Scott Hastie (UK) 
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Scott Hastie is a successful British born poet and writer, who 

have been commercially published in the UK for over twenty years now. He currently has ten titles in print, including a 

novel and four collections of poetry. In recent years, the spiritual tone in his maturing poetic voice is starting to draw 

increasing acclaim and attention from an increasing worldwide audience, especially in the U.S. India & the Middle East. 

www.scotthastie.com 

Official twitter account: @scotthastiepoet 

Public facebook page: www.facebook.com/scotthastiespiritpoet 

Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_Hastie  
 

* Major new collection only just released worldwide in print & e book editions - for more details and order options, go to:                         
http://www.scotthastie.com/?page_id=1803  

                                                                                                                                                

                       

 

                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

    

 

Scott says: I consider myself fortunate to be 

able to be living and writing full-time at home 

in the glorious Hertfordshire countryside, 

only a thirty minute commuter ride from 

London. 

My poetry looks to positively explore human 

potential, with an emphasis on love, spiritual 

growth, and self awareness. 

It is very important to me that my work 

remains as open, accessible and as simply 

expressed as possible. 

My influences vary from the great traditional 

English visionary romantics like Keats, 

Coleridge & Blake through to the distillation 

of thought and leanness of expression offered 

by the Japanese haiku tradition, the shining 

example of giants like Eliot and Rilke and 

Kahil Gibran n particular, as well as later 

technical breakthroughs achieved in the 

1970’s by leading Scottish concrete poets Ian 

Hamilton Finlay and Edwin Morgan. 

 
            Scott Hastie | Writer Artist Poet 
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My Love! Remember those days 
When you and I played under the Banyan tree 

And dug up soil from its roots to make toys of clay. 

I made the HE toy and you made the She  

I put mine in a wooden box and you put yours in an iron trunk 

And then we parted ways... 

Each night, I pulled out me from myself 

Sat by the window and wrote long love letters 

The moon a mute witness to my euphoria and melancholia 

And every painful rapture carved in words 

I folded each night in an envelope. 

Each night, I tore me from myself 

And sneaked to the Banyan tree 

My parched toy of clay needed water and air 

I squeezed out tiny tear drops from my eyes 

And kissed fiercely to breathe life in you. 

Each night, I shed me from myself 

To empty me in the wooden box 

Lo! You had roots on your head,  

And lay entwined and intoxicated in vines  

The whole wooden box a foliage of green. 

Last night, I dropped me from myself 

And struggled to open your iron trunk 

It was dusty and rusty and screeched a lot 

The She toy lay cracked and crumbled 

Into a heap of mud. 

My love! Return me my toy of clay 

And I will nurture it with the blood of my billet-doux 

And offer the soul of my love to its beloved 

For the lover and the beloved seek salvation in each other. 

For You are Me and I am You  

And this is how toys of clay are glued. 

     

 

 

 

 

By 

Humera Sultana                  

(Saudi Arabia) 

Toys of Clay 

 

Dr. Humera Sultana, teaches English Literature at Imam Bin Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia. She has got her doctorate in English Literature (Literary Criticism) from MANUU, 
Hyderabad, India. Besides studying English Literature, she has also done Master’s in Islamic 
Studies from Osmania University, Hyderabad, India. OU applauded her spirit of enquiry by 
awarding her two gold medals! Also, she has a Post Graduate Diploma in the Teaching of 
English from CIEFL, Hyderabad, India. 
Furthermore, she started teaching English language and literature in 1995. Ever since then, 
she has exulted in showing the sophomore or the undergraduate the awesome capabilities of 
the English language and the surprise and mystery of the human soul by inspiring in them a 
love of English language and literature. 
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There is no leaving 
This space we have created 
Where no one else can go 
 
No undoing sixteen 
And the time beyond 
That we filled with life 
 
You fret over others 
Thinking they can usurp 
Your place beside me 
- But I know better 
 

The path we walk 
And pave together 
We share alone 
 

For who else could 
Step into your shoes 
And be the air I breathe 

 I’m your sanity 
You’re my muse 
Until the world turns pretty colors 
- You’ve got me 

 

 

US 
By Asheley Woodruff 

(USA) 

 

 

Asheley Woodruff from Washington is a 

published writer, lyricist, and poet. She 

began writing at the age of eight, using 

her grandmother's electric typewriter to 

draft her first stories. Asheley holds dual 

Master's degrees in Clinical Psychology 

and Creative Writing. In the past, 

Asheley has worked as a professor of 

psychology for College of Western Idaho 

and managed her own counseling 

practice in Boise, Idaho. 
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Started writing from the age of fifteen, Shaikh is a successful writer from Karachi, Pakistan. He has an eagerness                    

to justify his place among good writers and to maintain the dignity and will of common man; to break the chattels                      

of injustice and to chart the cries of his philosophical mind. Poetry became a passion for Shaikh-where his words 

express a wise & deep inception of his thoughts and the philosophy behind it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The lust of luxury                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

All these profits worldly                                                                                                                                                                                       

The wants of treasury                                                                                                                                                                                     

And the longing lechery 

 

The World as you see, Oh! Listen, listen ye 

 

The limousine’s floridity                                                                                                                                                                                         

And the ornamental embroidery                                                                                                                                                                   

The carnivals, festivals and their glee                                                                                                                                                            

And the acreage of jollity – joviality 

 

The World as you see, Oh! Listen, listen ye 

 

All this a somber truth                                                                                                                                                                                              

But yet not a sorry you                                                                                                                                                                                     

Interim tide of ecstasy!                                                                                                                                                                                        

This all is to delude 

 

The World as you see, Oh! Listen, listen ye 

 

Thou shalt not indulge thy mortal bliss!                                                                                                                                                    

Though a dulcet dream, but momentary                                                                                                                                                            

A bewitch to beguile, a dreadful chicanery                                                                                                                                                                    

Deception to assess, assess of contrast, contrast thy eternity 

 

The World as you see, Oh! Listen, listen ye 

 

Deception 
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While I sit in front of the mirror and see 

I find a person, I think it’s similar to me 

I am not sure if I have seen the image before 

Yet I am clear that the shadow is not me 

I stare and stare for long hours 

I come to a conclusion, not so fast 

I am me and the mirror seems to show me 

A picture which is translucent and not clear 

The shadow is pure although not so free 

Inner me tells me to strike and break free 

Clutched inside this mirror, trying to release 

Flush them onto the image which I see 

Hold it there, I am goanna pinch myself 

Sing a song to wake up from this dream 

It is scary to know my shadow exists 

Yet I am thankful to mirror, to show its me 

 

Shikha from New Delhi, India writes poetry and short 

articles in English and Hindi. She started writing poetry 

almost 10yrs ago, and has written about 1000 poems till 

now. 
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‘Chained to my Ritual’ By Ben Poppy (UK) 

Electrify the impulse into the static of the void, 

Tuning into the ritual, an army of ants deployed,  

                                                                                                                                     

A transmission of consumption, it crucifies despair,  

The possessions of perfection, the holy commercialized stare,  

                                                                                                                                     

The networks of eternity, their sipping silent greed, 

They’re chained to bones forever, from birth until we bleed, 

                                                                                                                                    

The machinery of the language, a profit in the word of verse, 

A hundred poets reciting, aligned to write their curse, 

                                                                                                                                    

The eyes are drawn to perfection, towards the calculated tongue, 

Conscribed to the warhead of piety, chained to the symbolic gun, 

 

Chemicals balance the interlude, 

Scholars of the android’s heart, 

Envision the seeds of utopia, 

Where a soul will not crumble apart, 

 

The manufactured feeling, 

The manufactured love, 

The manufactured dystopia, 

The structures from powers above, 

 

Earth’s in their imprisoned body, 

With ashes amongst the sky, 

The products of the factories, 

Feeds the planets cries, 

 

The cell of our human bodies, 

The architects of our pain, 

Digest the hollow vocabularies, 

Connect wires to the obedient brain, 

 

To be graced with a living lobotomy, 

To be graced with a sentence to serve, 

To be graced with a present hostility, 

A plague for the mind disturbed.  

 

 

                    
Ben Poppy is a British writer and poet 

who have just released his second 

book of poetry ‘The New fire’. 

 

Vulcan chaining Prometheus by Dirck Van Baburen 
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Angela Parker is a novelist from south 

Texas. Her love for reading and writing 

sparked at a young age, and has     grown 

into an inferno over the past couple of 

decades. She writes over several genres 

including supernatural fiction, erotica, and 

contemporary fiction. You can find more 

information about her at her website: 

http://angelaparkerfables.wix.com/author  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

  

                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

                                                                                    

                     

 

                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  
‘Dark Night’ by Angela Parker (USA) 

FROM:  “The Darkness Descends: A Digest of Demented Dark and 
Disturbing Doggerel” 

 

Stealthy he slipped through the dark dank night 

Coming to terms with his ghastly grim fright 

Through the fog he slyly slipped 

Over the fence he spryly flipped 

Through the bushes he crept along 

Finding a place that he could belong 

Once in the yard he felt the air 

As it blew throughout his fine long hair 

The icy fingers of the cold drunken haze 

Reached his soul like the waves reached the bays 

Hanging in oblivion as a captive of sin 

To make amends would relieve his gin    

His life was filled with wickedness galore 

His death was shrouded with suspicious allure 

A pact with the deuce would have warranted perdition for sure 

A chance with the gypsy made nirvana a theory most pure 

A sanctified list of all the wrongs 

To right each one would avoid the throngs 

This be the last of the list so clever 

His one shot at salvation was a toilsome endeavor 

He slipped into the house as quiet as a mouse 

This was the blunder that made him a louse 

The woman within was now wrinkled and old 

He had stolen her existence and left her cold 

Only her forgiveness could set him free 

He set out to provide for her family tree 

With the loot he had stashed under his floors 

For her decedents he could open countless doors 

She could live in comfort for the rest of her life 

He only needed to end her strife 

There was no guarantee she would accept his offer 

He could only hope that she took his coffer 

The tangle to his game was to talk to the living 

To convince them all to take what he was giving 

He found her as expected lying in her bed 

The only problem existing was the fact she was dead 
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CREATION 

 
by Dr. Chhavi Nigam 

(India) 

 

 
It was when you decided 

To make masterpiece of thee 

Thou aware my dear Creator? 

Unaware… you created me. 

 

You  drew haphazard lines 

On a rough n coarse sheet 

Visualizing... a perfection 

Making all the wit to meet 

 

Stroked each and every color 

Circles ,ovals dot everywhere 

Perceiving every size, figure 

But any never thought n care 

 

Ha! Satisfied you crumpled it 

Threw it away from thy sight 

Than brought a new canvass 

Drew 'her' brighter than light 

 

Giving her ideal face n figure 

Features and form... you may 

'Unique assemblage of color In her' adoring her they all say 

 

Though beautiful stunning 

Love of your life is she 

Not the original mere replica 

Of torn crumpled 'original' me 

 

 
Dr Chhavi Nigam takes pride in being 

known as an educationist, social 
activist and a writer. Been working as 

asst. professor, Department of political 
science in Lucknow and also associated 

with organization like NSS, RRC etc. 
Articles, stories, and poems often 
appear in papers and magazines. 

Chhavisamar@gmail.com 
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A person of Indian origin, born and brought up in 

South India, now settled in Mumbai. Although 

dropped out of college while graduating in                     

English Literature, due to personal reasons;                   

pursued writing as a hobby started while still in 

school, encouraged by the few prizes, awards                   

and few poems & articles published in          

school/college magazines. Now I claim, 'writing'                   

is therapeutic, due to the very limited spare time              

got while making a living at the MCX Exchange 

trading in commodities like bullions and base           

metals where keystrokes have replaced writing                

and my weary fingers have almost forgotten the                

feel of pen on paper and are soon expected to 

atrophy. This is me, publicly known as Asha Pai                                           

aka Asha Rao Pai. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                  
THE CHASM  

                                                     By Asha Pai (India) 
 

The struggle for existence, 

The drudgery of domesticity, 

Walking the tight rope, 

Have all taken their toll. 

 

The need of space, I understand, 

But the silences and absences I don't, 

Time has cast its spell, 

And I see all is not well. 

 

The sunset doesn't look rosy anymore, 

What was once music now noise all the more, 

Now we are drifting apart, 

No more planning our lives parts. 

 

The chasm between you and me is widening, 

I see a fork at the end of the road, 

I wonder who is to be blamed, 

You, me or this clockwork life? 

 

Can we rekindle our life's path? 

The embers are still alive 

Under the heap of ash, 

Before it is too late, before we turn to ash... 
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The defined and undefined truth,  
Endowed with knowledge or without knowledge,  
Sometimes real or unreal,  
Certainly including being and non-being,  
 
Accepting that being is true,  
Accepting the non-existence of being,  
 
When the absence of existence means the negation of being,  
 
Accepting that truth did not exist,  
And it would have been true that it did not exist, at the same time,  
Understanding that truth is eternal,  
 

Imagining the idea of a non-existing world,  
Before its own existence,  
 
Accepting the universal and immortal truth,  
So interchangeable with being,  
While the universal never ceases of itself,  
 
Recognizing the truth always existing in an eternal intellect,  
While the created truth is not existing,  
 
Understanding the created truth as not existing,  
Remaining truth, when the true things have been destroyed,  
Or remaining truth, when all true things can be destroyed,  
Or remaining truth, when our minds cannot see the truth itself,  
Truth, being in a sense, always a consequence of its act. 
Truth, not being in sense because  
The sense does not know the truth it truly judges,  
Even it judges truly about things,  
 
The existent and non-existent truth.... 

 

 

 

                  
Marieta Maglas is a Romanian poetess. She 
has appeared in some journals, including the 
Velvetillusion Literary Magazine Alabama, The 
Secret (La Revista) Italy, FWM Magazine US 
and Thu Trang Spain. She has been 
nominated at International Festival of Poetry 
in Canada and Mexico. Her poems were 
selected, and published on some anthologies 
at Xlibris, Sybaritic Press, Prolific Press, and 
others. 

    

  ‘‘TT HH EE  NN OONN --EEXXII SSTT EENN TT   TT RRUU TT HH ’’  

by Marieta Maglas (Romania) 
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“Crush me under your feet instead” she pleaded to kill her at once 

“Adorn not my bleeding heart with thorns, slay me at once. 

You call me names and hurl curses 

They don’t harm my body, they pierce my soul” 

 

“This is your life until you die”  

They said “You’re born to suffer, there’s no why? 

Dare you drop a tear when you cry” 

She cried in silence, suffered in solitude 

 

“Grant me death, Oh Lord!” everyday she prayed 

“Death at once when I’m asleep” 

“NOTHING HURTS MORE THAN A WORD, 

NOT A KNIFE, NEITHER A SPEAR NOR A SWORD” 

 

“Someone told me this when I was kid” 

She recollects “I was too little to understand. 

I wondered, how could a word hurt? 

How could it be painful than a cut!” 

 

“That person was correct. I get it now. Words are harder than stones, 

 Sharper than knives” She realized. 

She wept every night and smiled everyday 

Annoyed by her smile they would say 

 

 

“Smile for now, you’ll cry forever” 

“Shouldn’t I smile even?” she replied 

“Raise your voice; you’ll lose your tongue” 

She embraced silence since then 

Her melancholic songs faded and were lost in time 
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Sidra Saeed from Gujranwala, Pakistan, her wish is to pen down the rhymes from the echoes 

of catharsis of her inner crush of ideas to nourish eyes of readers.  
Enchanting sentiments of emotions and her own unique outlook of visualizing the philosophy 

behind this mortal exhibition to find the gates that open to eternal happiness, adds a 
fascinating flavor to her verses. 

 
 
  AAmmoonngg  sshhaaddooww  ooff  WWaavveess  

Cloudy fledges of sharp waves 

Are reconciling with miner caves 

 

Of inner agony and flowing harp 

It's a mimetic whisper how sharp 

 

Like hollow vessels of plentiful sight 

Just set a room towards ease and light 

 

Soul's narrow path is longing to flow 

Amidst pulse of veins a re-burst of blow 

 

How cunning adventure of fate's irony 

Pleasure plot of memory worth non of money 

 

Oh waves and stormy thirsty drops of shower 

Come and sooth the frenzied soul with illuminated shadowy power 

TToo  CCaattcchh  PPooppppiieess    

In dashing airy winds of fairy dreams  

Poppies are flashing like nicely sprouts of gleams 

 

Fathoms of calmness is surrounding in the air 

Like dancing of kids rushing to play with cute teddy bear 

 

When sun sets in pausing lashing of flowers  

So time passes as setting rays beyond all towers 

 

Jiggling blows of wind is like refreshing breath  

Bubbling light of day is chasing darkness underneath 

 

O Queen of day let be rest in poppies laughing  

Thus to reborn with velvety petals to new ploughing  
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‘Social Media:  

The Preferred 

Medium for 

Airing Dirty 

laundry’                                                        

by Vince Guaglione (USA)  

Vince Guaglione is a guy who asks lots of questions, not only of himself but of his society and the world around him. Although 
he claims he's found no real answers, that haven’t stopped him in his quest to gain perspective on a little something we call 
life. When he's not at his real job, you can find him sucking down vent-sized coffees at a brisk pace his local Starbucks, thinking 
up new writing projects, or pondering his mystery questions of life. Originally from Philadelphia PA, Vince now resides in 
Raleigh NC. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Social media - the great facilitator of communication and interaction across virtual communities… 

The concept was certainly a good one. If I was able to come up with ideas as ingenious as this, I wouldn’t have to work 

another day in my life. Unfortunately, I’m not one of those super geniuses who can dream up something this 

groundbreaking, so I’ll have to settle for being an early adopter at best.  

Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, Google+, blogging… all have their place in the social media world and each fills a specific 

social need. The great thing about social media is that it delivers on its promise of connecting people. I’ve reconnected 

with friends from the past and have rekindled relationships that I hadn’t thought about in years before the birth of the 

concept. It’s definitely expanded my social circle in more ways I’d ever thought possible. It’s also given me a forum to 

announce my work to the public and to connect with my readers. In short, when used appropriately, it’s a fantastic 

medium to connect people. But when used inappropriately, it’s a total circus. 

I really don’t care what you’re eating or drinking, what you just bought on sale at your local Walmart, or how many cool 

events you’re attending this weekend. It’s all noise and although it requires filtering, this type of use of the medium is 

pretty harmless. If I didn’t do a good job screening this stuff out, I’d certainly be the worse for wear. But then there are the 

ways social media is misused and can do more harm than good. Going out of town? Let the world know so anyone can 

break into your place like Harry and Marv in the movie Home Alone. Up for a high-profile promotion at work? Post a few 

of those photos from the bachelor party you attended last weekend with your buddies at the local strip joint. Upset with 

your teachers at school? Upload a video announcing you’re putting the faculty on warning while brandishing a couple of 

semi-automatic weapons you have stashed in your mom’s basement.  
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Everything in the public domain is sitting right there for consumption by the masses. Some of it, although inane or too 

revealing, is innocuous and can be taken with a grain of salt. But some of what gets tossed into the social media vortex, 

whether intentional or not, is harmful, hurtful, cruel, and just plain vicious. It’s become the preferred medium for airing 

dirty laundry and eviscerating the enemy from afar. It’s certainly easy to be an asshole from behind a keyboard, but it’s 

much harder to be one in person, so why not just take the non-confrontation way out and fire salvos with a few 

keystrokes, right?  

The imperceptions here are that everyone makes use of the media responsibly and we are all mature adults. Well, maybe 

I’m naïve. That was my perception, anyway, when I went ahead and created my Facebook account three years ago. Since 

that time, I’ve come to the realization that social media has caused us to regress in some ways as a society. Although it 

has opened the world to us and has allowed us to connect with people halfway across the globe, we are more closed off as 

individuals than at any other time I can remember. We can connect with the world from the comfort of our own homes, 

while sitting on the sofa in pajamas and watching The Voice. But this certainly makes it easy to let that face-to-face social 

interaction of days gone by escape us, and in turn, causes a stunting of our continual growth as human beings, not to 

mention to disconnect us from experiencing personally the emotions of those we line up in our crosshairs.  

It’s easy to sit behind a keyboard and use social media as a personal sounding board. Yes, everyone needs to vent every 

now and then, and I get that. But back in the day, well before the advent of the PC, if I needed a sounding board, I picked 

up a pen and paper and spewed my venom in my journal. Okay, so then I’d probably tell a few of my high-school buddies 

about my issue, and anything that traveled beyond that firewall was hearsay. Now, it’s all down in black and white, in 

digital form, stashed away and archived on a server, indexed and cached by a service, and available for the entire world to 

see, or to find. “Holy shit, look what ‘so and so’ just posted!  I’m definitely making a copy of this and stashing it for future 

reference!” Anyone can do that with two clicks of a mouse. 

The ramifications of doing irreparable harm to the reputation of another or one’s own are enormous, yet few tend to think 

about the potential consequences before airing issues out in the public domain. The kids? Yeah, okay, I get that. They 

grew up with the technology and have no idea what things were like before it. They make their mistakes, sometimes are 

forced to learn hard lessons, and move forward. The adults? Well, that’s a different story altogether. Is essence, social 

media has given all of us a free hand to become teenagers once again and to relive all the things that made high school 

great – such as rumors, gossip, slander, and factions. And it seems that in this aspect, it’s been given a green light. Maybe 

that’s just part of the price we pay for evolving technologically. We take the good with the bad and hope that the bad 

works itself out over time. Still, what does this say about who we are and what we strive to become? Most of the time, we 

don’t know who is paying attention nor who propagates it, but we do know who facilitates it. Once you hit that ENTER 

key, everything is fair game, and the true essence of who you are gets revealed to the public, whether that was the intent 

or not.  I, for one, don’t care to provide any more ammunition for my detractors, so I keep things nice and tidy in 

cyberspace. But that’s just me. 

The dirty laundry floating through”the cloud” comes in all forms. For the purpose of this essay, I’ll define it as any bit of 

personal information that could cause embarrassment or distress if made public, but gets posted though one’s own 

volition for the sake of eliciting some sort of response from the masses. Granted, the medium is a sounding board, and 

that makes it very easy to garner sympathy or to get that much needed support from family and friends. But lots of times, 

it does more harm than good. Sure it’s an ego thing, a means to lick wounds. But what it reveals about oneself isn’t worth 

the price of self-validation. There are just some things that should be left personal and private, regardless of the temptation 

to gain some measure of satisfaction. I’ve read posts that are slanderous, provoking, mean, angry, and downright vicious. 

And then, of course, there are the replies, which feed it further and just add more fuel to the fire. Sometimes, after a 

realization of the opening of the proverbial can of worms, the posts are deleted. But then again, once that ENTER key is 

pressed for the first time, it festers out there for the world to see no matter how quickly it gets removed, nor how hard it 

gets prayed away.  
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It’s a game-changer. I’m not talking about the technology itself but what it allows us to do, and what it allows us to see. 

We get to see the parts of personalities we never knew existed, and, at times, never expected. We get look deeper into 

what makes each of us tick; what our inadequacies are, what our fears are, what our motivations are, as innocuous or 

insidious as they may be, and what our shortcomings are. It opens us up to speculation and doubt. It’s a dual-edged 

sword, more or less. 

 It may bring some people together, but will also drive some away. Those are the chances we take when airing our dirty 

laundry in cyberspace, particularly now, when it’s as easy as pressing a single key on a keyboard, and sending it to 

multiple consumers. The effects are far reaching, but in that singular moment when we are aching to “rally the troops,” 

we rarely see the forest through the trees.  
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Some 

Feelings 
By Shikha Sharma 
(India) 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 
Shikha from New Delhi, India writes poetry and short 
articles in English and Hindi. She started writing poetry 
almost 10yrs ago, and has written about 1000 poems. 

 
Sometimes people will change in a short span of time. 
They will forget what you meant to them. 
They will forget what they spoke and the way they 
spoke. 
They will treat you like strangers. 
They will be too lazy to reply even to your simple ' 

how are you?' 
You wouldn't mind if a stranger doesn't reply to you 
but you would definitely feel hurt when a person who 
was very close ignores you. 
They will avoid replying to your questions. 
They will start ignoring you completely. 
Soon, they will tell you that they don't even know you. 
Every time they ignore you, thousands of thoughts will 
be running over you mind. The negative side of your 
mind will tell you that they don't want you in their life 
and will ask you to throw them out but the positive 
side will try to convince you with some reason and 
will ask you not to hate them. Stuck between these two 
opinions, you will be confused. You will feel hurt and 
depressed. You will feel a heaviness floating in your 
heart. You would start thinking about them every time 
you see them refresh their Facebook status.  
You will ask them to reply you once or twice but your 
ego will refrain you from asking them another time to 
reply. But you would feel so depressed that you would 
shoot down your ego and would ask them. But you 
will end up being more hurt after knowing that they 
don't miss you even a bit!!.... You will remember the 
times when they told you that they missed you even 
when you were invisible for a day..... After many 
attempts they will reply with a single word and 
immediately end the conversation with a single word 

'bye'.  
You would wonder whether they will ever be back to 
their normal self. At the same time you will try to  

 forget them and move on in your life but that's not easy!!..... You would be afraid that they won’t remember you and they 
will be none to you. You will wonder if you would ever see them talking sweetly once again. 
You would miss those beautiful days. You would miss those days when you used to jump with joy when they speak to 
you!!.... 
When they read this post they will say it’s all 'rubbish'.... I can guarantee that you will get this answer from them. 
Because they won’t realize these things 
They are ignorant and they won’t feel these things!! 
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Flash fiction 
By Saniya Puri (India) 
 
Saniya Puri is pursuing her Bachelor in English Literature from 
Jesus and Mary College, Delhi University. She believes good 
writing and good reads can bring so much rejuvenation and 
reformation in one’s life. She is currently working as a Content 
Writer with Study-India and a Content Direction Intern with 
Campus Diaries. Also, her debut book that she is working on is 
under-construction. 
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Honestly, when I first heard the word ‘Flash Fiction’ I was really amused and wondered, “Is that even a REAL genre in 
the whole literary sense?” and eventually I gathered my wits together and did the usual thing, Google. After several 
searches I realized that indeed it is a full-fledged genre in itself and caters to those sorts of writers who believe in keeping 
their story ‘short and simple’. This new way of story-telling has been prevalent in the literary world and was always there 
to stay.  

 Jason Gurley, in this essay- ‘Flash What? A Quick Look at Flash Fiction’ says, “In brief, flash fiction is a short form of 
storytelling. Defining it by the number of words or sentences or even pages required to tell a story, however, is impossible, 
for it differs from writer to writer, editor to editor. Some purists insist that it is a complete story told in less than 75 words; 
others claim 100 should be the maximum. For less-rigid flashers, anything under 1,000 words can be considered flash-
worthy. And there are even a few who stretch their limits to 1,500 words.” Other names for it include short-short stories, 
sudden, postcard, minute, furious, fast, quick, skinny, and micro fiction.  In China this type of writing has several 
interesting names: little short story, pocket-size story, minute-long story, palm-sized story, and my personal favorite, the 
smoke-long story (just long enough to read while smoking a cigarette). What's in a name? That which we call flash fiction, 
by any other name would read as bright. Now that we know a little on what exactly is this sort of fiction, let me begin by 

stating key facts that are unknown about the genre. 

Flash fiction, in particular is assumed and seemingly small in its word-limit. This ‘small’ can be quite subjective; yet since 
it is a short story, there is some sort of limiting factor to its words. Also, it is almost as if like a writing prompt written in 

order to convey a social, emotional, philosophical, scientific, or moral message that is interspersed with a well-woven 
story. This story is weaved in such a manner and style that the tale and the message (If there is any such message) are 
conveyed with deep conviction and strong voice that limiting words then does not become a hindrance, but a fashion of 
story-telling. Flash fiction is almost like an onion with several layers attached to it and within its safe boundaries it may 
cover something as exotic and challenging as a novella could capture. By the above statement, I mean that short stories 
and yes, flash fiction carries in them a challenge of perfected narration that could encompass various moods and areas of 
concern and yet do not lengthen themselves up to a stage where they become epics. Of course, defining a genre is almost 
as if we are diminishing it’s possibilities and taking away its freeness yet these stories basically encompass ghost tales, 
fairy-tales, adventures, diary entry-sort-of-write-up, small but significant incidents and several narrations in a limited word 
set-up. It runs the gamut: it can be clever, whimsical, and entertaining or can be literary, ironic, satirical, or sublime. It is 
sometimes funny, and sometimes controversial or unconventional. It can be troubling, unsettling, and unpredictable. 
Sometimes it is enigmatic, elusive, ambiguous, and is quite often paradoxical. This type of story is often rich in 
implication and is tight and precise, compressed and highly charged. Such short pieces of writings can be impactful and 

generate great momentum if treated with good literary merit. Charles Baxter notes that these short-short stories occupy 
many thresholds and says, “They are between poetry and fiction, the story and the sketch, prophecy and reminiscence, 
the personal and the crowd.” Writers of short-short flashes are not only turning out pieces that stand complete on their 
own and which are published as discrete stories, but some are also using them in other ways. For instance, some are using 
them to create longer stories and even novels. One such writer is Italo Calvino, who wrote his novel, Invisible Cities, with 

flash stories that are one or two pages long.  

With this fast, ‘out-of-breath’ existence of the so-called modern men and women, flash fiction is gaining momentum as 
many still pause their lives and find themselves engaged in good literature which is full-filled by the flashes. This genre is a 
treat in disguise as it provides a space where less is said on lengthy subjects and yet they are impactful, creative, and 

amazingly encapsulating.  

Here are few tips on ‘how to begin and write a properly tailored Flash Fiction: 

First of all, throw yourself in to a space where good ideas spring up and make your mind be excess of writing prompts. 

This will ensure that you are not writing just for the sake of it.  

Ensure that all your ideas remain intact and hence to do this job: jot them down. Since, you are going to write a flash 
fiction, you might just forget to include several points that were instrumental to your plot but got lost in the way while 

you were trying to adhere to the word limit. Let ALL IDEAS HANG AROUND YOU FOR SOME WHILE.  

Lila Guzman, author of "Ask the Author", once said that a complete story is "A beginning, a middle and end." So, keep 
in mind that the most important thing is your PLOT. The essentialism of your flash fiction lies with the strength of your 
plot. A CRYSTAL CLEAR start, a middle stage wherein actions are placed with accuracy and precision and NO 

JUMBLING of actions takes place and a sharp end which conveys absolute targeted message or story’s point of view.  

Always remember that a chaos of actions, conclusions and too many characters spoil the sharpness of the story and 

hence, leads to lose threads hanging in the piece which makes the reading experience a frustrated affair.  
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NEVER LEAVE LOSE THREADS/ SIDE CHARACTERS/ SIDE PLOT UNRESOLVED. It makes the whole story 

look under-construction and unfinished. Such immature fashion spoils the effect that the story has a potential to create.  

NO ABRUPT CLIMAXES. Abrupt endings leave the readers breathless and a feeling of irritability develops amidst the 
attempt to read something enriching. Try weaving the short fiction in such a manner that it looks like a staircase, the 
beginning, middle portion, and the end all one after the other. If you are trying your hand at thrillers, then also, maintain 

at least some sort of sequential fashion that makes the read an enjoyable ride and not a gushed affair.  

Talking of flash fiction and not thinking of word limits and their impact on story-telling would be quite stupid to believe. 
After you write the piece with full ornamentation and style, take a long, deep look at it. ARE ALL THE WORDS 
NECESSARY that you mentioned in the piece? Ponder over this and highlight all adverbs and adjectives in the short-
story with bright highlighter. Now, make an attempt to cut down unimportant words and segments that are leading to 

lengthy paragraphs in the narration.  

Lastly, in the race to shorten your written masterpiece NEVER cut down on important segments like: reactions of the 

characters, the main drive of the plot, reasoning behind the actions happening and the concluding ‘unfolding’ of events. 

WAIT READERS, I am not finished yet, below are few of my helping aids that I am forwarding to all those aspiring 

writers who believe they too can create magic out of pen, pencil and writing pads. (P.S.: These are work cited too.) 

Fast Fiction: Creating Fiction in Five Minutes. Roberta Allen. Cincinnati: Story Press, 1997 

The Green Tricycle http://greentricycle.com/main/guidelines.html 

Writing Flash Fiction, by G.W. Thomas http://www.fictionfactor.com/guests/flashfiction.html 

Flashes On The Meridian: Dazzled by Flash Fiction Pamelyn Casto 2002 Web.  

In the end I wish to quote Pamelyn Casto, who states, “There will always be a need for good, tightly-written flash fiction 
pieces-- miniature condensations that open out the world for and with us. They can show us, as Keats said of poetry, 
‘INFINITE RICHES IN A SMALL ROOM.’” So, keep writing because you never know you might also just have 

FLASH IN YOUR POCKETS! 
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Finally! The Truth about Coffee 

by M.C. Simon 
 
“If you insist to believe that only swimming is possible, you will never learn to 
fly” says one of my two favorite quotes. 
Yes, that’s me. I believe in the boundless possibilities, which are our birth gifts that 
we forgot about; and I believe that we are the only ones who are blocking these 
gifts; blocking them due to our induced beliefs. 
We can do anything, absolutely anything; with the only condition that We really 
desire it. 
I noticed during my lifetime that no matter how hard a situation looks like, it would 
always change into a softer one; no matter how complicated it seems to be, the 
solution appears instantly; in the moment when I really want something, even 
miracles can happen. 
In case that… just in case that you did not notice yet… I am pleading here for the feeling that YOU, as a human, are able to do 
anything; exactly that feeling which we had a long time ago, until the environment taught us the “secret” of our life… “We 
can’t, we are not able and we are not allowed to do anything else except what others are telling us we can do”. 
Therefore, from my point of view, any Bio in which I am the main character must include this statement: 
I was, I am and I will always strongly affirm that if anyone can do any action on this planet, I can also do it; the only condition is 
to want this with all my heart. 
Now… trying to come back to an average bio… 
I have breathed on this planet since January 29, 1967, being born in a country that I always liked, in a city crossed by the 
Danube river, where my mother was on a short holiday before she was to deliver her first child. Having a written genealogy 
since 1600, at that moment our family was about to “die” because no new male descendant has yet been born. Therefore, my 
future parents had many plans regarding my coming in this world. 
However, being a naturally stubborn person, of course I was stubborn enough to not come here as a boy. Of course, my 
parents loved me and of course, my Dad deified me being his girl. They both chose my name right after I was born but when 
Dad went to officially declare it, he came back home with a birth certificate on which it appeared to be written a very different 
name. Moreover, laughing seeing my mom’s stupefaction, Dad said to her: “My darling wife, you delivered to our family a 
daughter; I took revenge on you changing her chosen name. But don’t worry; I gave her a musical name, so she will become a 
singer.” 
Therefore, my life was planned out since the first days of my existence here. I have to admit that trying to please my parents I 
finally succeeded to sing my name. My shower heard for so many years… Mi-Re-La  
One thing my parents did not know about; my stubbornness. Instead of using my voice to build my life on, I chose to use my 
technical abilities and became an engineer; a good one in my field of interest. I am still an engineer as a main activity and for 
sure love my job. 
In my bio, something more needs to be mentioned. I recently decided that I am also a writer. This writer started to ask for her 
freedom and I intend to set her free. So, what I called to be a turning point in my life already started. 
The crossroad is here… in front of me. 
Meanwhile I am writing. And let me write for you my second favorite quote which is saying… 
“Everything is based on contrasts. You can read these lines only because it is enough contrast between the letters and the 
background”. 
Yes, that’s me also; fire and ice, sweet and bitter, warm and cold… I will not continue anymore; I am sure you caught the main 
idea. 
I am wondering now… can the letters which I will choose here, bring out enough contrast to keep your attention awakened? 
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Many files are laying in an arranged disorder on my desk. My laptop barely finds an empty space to rest on. Still… on the 
left side there is a space that no one dares to touch. This space is occupied by a cup. Inside it, a black hot liquid that 
always makes me wonder if Heaven has just landed on Earth. I am sure the Gods’ nectar and ambrosia are eternally 
accompanied by something similar. The work cannot wait; my deadline is right around the corner and the project must be 

handled ASAP. 

Still… my mind is somewhere else; my eyes lay on the cup. I need to sip on it. I simply love that taste. 

Yes… yes… I know… near my favorite cup there is another one smiling at me. A tasteful cup of tea is waiting for my 
hand to grab it. However, my brain sends out its orders to… “Take the black cup! Take it! Sip & Enjoy! 

The heart whispers also and with its sweet voice says, “Give your desire a chance. Taste it. Taste it!” 

I have already decided! No war will be declared between my brain and heart. My left hand targets the cup. It grabs it and 
brings it closer… and closer… My lips touch its rim. My mouth is suddenly invaded by that black, hot heavenly Gods’ 
nectar… I swallow. Oh… it is Sooo good. It is there… inside me now. My entire being is embraced by a warm, delightful, 
amazing sensation. My excited tongue licks the lips that were just touched by it… it, THE COFFEE! 

 Coffee… is one of the most consumed beverages in the world. Its 
energizing effect was first discovered in Ethiopia, in a wild form and it 
was first cultivated in Arabia. From there, the coffee traveled to India, 
Europe, Indonesia, and America. Nowadays, on almost all corners of 
the planet are people who consume and love coffee. 

During this time, researchers have studied coffee’s effects on the 
human health system. Coffee contains several components which are 
known for their influence at the chemical level of the human body. 

Caffeine has similar effect as a stimulant. But not only caffeine has the 
properties of this effect. It seems that, coffee contains an unknown 
chemical agent that stimulates the production of cortisone and 

adrenaline, which are two stimulant hormones. 

For this reason, to have the maximum benefit from coffee consumption, we must pay attention to the quantity that we 
drink. 

18 Positive Effects of Coffee on Human Health 

1.  Low risk of developing Alzheimer or Dementia – According to the tests made on consumers, it was noticed that those 
who were moderate coffee drinkers (3-5 cups/day) had fewer chances to develop Alzheimer or Dementia in their life, 
comparing with people who were low-drinkers (0-2 cups/day). 
2. Drinking coffee doesn’t increase the chances of developing both gallstones and kidney stones. This study was made by 
Harvard School of Public Health. 
3.  Cognitive performance – memory can be stimulated by coffee consumption. There were studies which proved that 

people who were moderate coffee drinkers obtained better results regarding time of reaction, verbal memory, and spatial-
visual observation. The best results were obtained by older people. Women 
especially over 80, who regularly consumed coffee all their life, obtained 
the best results on the cognitive tests. 
4.  Analgesics and caffeine – coffee contains caffeine which increases the 
gastro-intestinal absorption of some analgesics pills. Caffeine doesn’t have 
analgesic effects, but because of its properties of increasing absorption, it is 
contained in many analgesic medicines. Still… it was noticed that for some 
patience, caffeine can decrease the pain caused by migraines through its 
actions on the cerebral blood vessels. 
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5.  Diabetes – the risk of developing type 2 Diabetes is decreased by 50% for those who are moderate coffee consumers. 
This was first noticed in people who were heavy coffee drinkers and the tests extended the good results over to the 
moderate category also. 
6.  Liver protector – Decreasing incidences have been noticed for developing liver cancer in coffee consumers. The 

necessary quantity for this protection is still not clear. The studies continue. 
7.  Cardio protector- In 2008, Japan made a public study on people between the ages of 40-79 years old. The results 
showed that the caffeine consumers (from coffee or other sources) had a very low death risk caused by cardiovascular 
illnesses. 
Other studies conducted by Iowa Women’s Health, on 27,000 women which lasted for 15 years, proved that 2-3 cups of 
daily coffee consumption decreases the risk of heart disease by 24%. Of course the benefits are lowered if the number of 
cups is higher. 
8.  Cancer – Studies conducted in Africa showed that coffee consumers had a reduced risk of developing mouth, 
esophageal or pharyngeal cancer. For ovarian cancer no influence was noticed. For breast cancer the influence was so low 
that the tests couldn’t prove it was not coincidence. A good influence was observed in cases of endometrial cancer. At the 
same time, good results were noticed in liver and prostate cancer cases. 
9.  Laxative/diuretic – coffee can prevent constipation. Both, the caffeine and decaffeinated coffees have the same effect. 
Contrary to popular beliefs, coffee doesn’t act as a diuretic if it is moderately consumed (less than 5 cups/day) and does 
not cause an electrolytic disequilibrium in the body’s water level. 

10. Antioxidant – The polyphenol, hydroxyl acids, flavonoids and anthocyanin contained in coffee have antioxidant 
effects on cells. The effects are similar for regular and decaffeinated coffee. Kraft Company conducted tests which proved 
that the best effects are caused by the toasted coffee compared with the green coffee. As an antioxidant, the coffee 
prepared as espresso has the highest efficiency. 
The Atomic Study’s Center Bhabha in India demonstrated that caffeine has a stronger anti aging power than vitamin C. 
11.  Dental cavities prevention – The tannin contained in coffee reduces the potential that food has over the cause of 
dental damage. 
12.  Gout – A study on over 45,000 people that lasted for 12 years, demonstrated that men over 40 who consume coffee 
have a lower gout risk. 
13.  For someone who has an asthma crisis and doesn’t have his medicines handy, a moderate consumption of coffee can 
help escape the crisis. 
14.  For people who have problems with their production of saliva, a cup of coffee can make miracles. The effects can be 
felt in 5 minutes after consumption and lasts between 30 min to 4 hours. 
15.  The herpes virus is destroyed when it comes in direct contact with coffee. These tests were done by the Japanese on 
15 types of coffees (8 normal and 7 instant.) 
16.  Coffee mixture applied directly on the hair has a beneficial influence. 
17.  Combined with vitamin K, coffee has a beneficial influence on treating the dark eye circles. 
18.  A body scrub that contains coffee will lighten and brighten your skin. Also it has a good influence on skin 
pigmentation and cellulite. 

 Hmmm… so many good influences! It seems that I have to increase the number of cups I drink each day. I am included 
in the low consumer category right now. I am a fan of quality and I tend to disregard quantity, but in the case of coffees… 
maybe it would be better to increase the quantity also. I will think about that. 

Of course I presume that the cups must not be huge.  

Now… let us see… 
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10 Risks We Take When Consuming Coffee 

 

1.  Coffee causes dependency. 
2.  Causes gastric problems especially for people who have gastritis, colitis and ulcer. 
3.  Modifies the sleeping pattern. 
4.  Influences Cholesterol – LDL is higher. The preparing procedure that cancels this influence is filtered coffee, but only if 
the filter is made from paper. 
5.  Hypertension – even if in the past people thought that coffee increases the levels of blood pressure, recent studies didn’t 

find any connection between these two. The test in which 155,000 female nurses participated, and which lasted for 12 
years, demonstrated that coffee doesn’t increase the measured levels of arterial tension. Only the pulse is higher. 
6.  Pregnancy – tests made by Denmark in 2003 on 18,478 pregnant women concluded that a high consumption of coffee 
causes damage to both mother and child. A moderate consumption does not affect the mother or the fetus. 
7.  Anemia – it is negatively influenced by coffee consumption. 
8.  Coronaries illnesses – a study at Harvard on 128,000 people that lasted 20 years and was published in 2006, concluded 
that there doesn’t exist any correlation between coffee and coronaries illnesses. The same study proved that smoking, 
alcohol use and a sedentary life style is more damaging than coffee consumption. But, the number of cups of daily coffee 
consumption must be in a moderate range. 
9.  Acne – it seems that it is influenced in a negative way by the caffeine contained in coffee. 
10.  In the world, there exist people who have caffeine intolerance. In their case it is recommended for coffee 
consumption to be avoided. 
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Living with 

Imperfection 

We humans are imperfect and on continuous road to 
perfection but I am sure we will never achieve 

perfection during our life time. 

Because what is perfect for us will be imperfect for 

the generation coming after us. And if we stop at 
achieving what we think is perfect than we will not be 
able to see the progress which we are witnessing right 

now. 

We don’t want perfection; it is our imperfection 
which is basically the need for progress.  I end this 

blog on Rodrigo Garcia’s comments on QUORA. 

“Painters say that you never finish a painting; you 
abandon it. That’s because everything is perfectible –
therefore, nothing is perfect–. That includes you and 
your work. 

So, even if your mind screams at you that you’re 
performing poorly, keep doing it, even if it’s out of 
spite. Perhaps you’ll get a feeling of accomplishment 

at the end, and after a few times you’ll get over this.” 

If not, do it anyway. Failing is better than freezing. 
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YES, I have 
been 
through this 
thought 
recently and 
after having gone through quite a few personal experiences, I have come to realize the fact that art is the driving force 

behind all the sciences. 

To understand anything abstract you need to have some kind of analogy to absorb the abstract reality. Because mostly 
people see things through eyes, whereas in order to see an abstract reality, you need to have an imaginative mind which 

can visualize the abstract. 

Let me give you an analogy, if you happen to have seen a frog ready to take a leap, it stretches its hind legs and gives its 
body a thrust through the hind legs. Similarly if you see the movement of a jellyfish, its spreads its tentacles and through 

their thrust moves forward. 

Same is the case with all the knowledge faculties, especially sciences. First of all one goes through certain experience, 
then he uses his imaginative power to develop a philosophy to understand that knowledge. That philosophy is the 
outcome of his imagination and imagination is the basis of art. That’s the reason why in sciences 2+2 is always 4, 

whereas in art 2+2 could be +50 or -20. 

Art is the hind leg of the frog or tentacles of the jellyfish respectively, but when frog or the jellyfish jumps or moves into 

the direction of its movement, it is in that single direction. It is similar to science or mathematics, i.e. 2+2 is always 4. 

So in order to reach to a scientific conclusion, you need to develop a philosophy in the art form and then take a giant 

leap into the sciences. That could be the reason why, Einstein said “Imagination is more Powerful then Knowledge”. 
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Bedtime Tales from the Apocalypse 
                                                                       By Michael 
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MH was born the son of a poor sharecropper in Georgia... JK! MH is 

31 years old. He is a veteran of the Iraq war, 2008-2009. MH has been 

a sandwich maker, a janitor, a photographer, a soldier, and most 

recently a DoD Contract Instructor for the US Army. Due to the 

Sequest-apocalypta-geddon MH and 101 of his associates lost their 

positions effective 19 Sept. With nothing to lose MH decided to try 

writing, after all, he had been writing fiction for US Army officers for 

nearly a decade! MH and his family moved into an old RV known as 

the Aluminum Falcon in order to get bills to the point of being able to 

survive on welfare. That's right. A soldier whose work has been read 

by the highest levels of gov't, to include two US Presidents and both 

houses of Congress, is on welfare! MH has been searching for a job in 

his field for eight months. MH is active in the homeless community in 

Sierra Vista, AZ. MH writes what he knows, sprinkles on a bit of make 

believe with a dash of fantasy, wraps it in a tortilla, and then deep fries 

it in a paranoid conspiracy theory. 
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Earth: a nearly dead world. The deserts in what used to be the southwestern United States expand as the polar ice 

caps claim ever more territory. No one notices because almost no one is left. Selfishness, pride, and arrogance have 

destroyed this once vibrant world. For the few humans remaining, the world has stopped being about fashion, IPods, 

fast food, and the internet. Now it’s about survival. Surviving the elements, each other, and worse. The Veil is torn. 

Whatever ended the world shredded the barriers that separated Us from Them. Now, Legends and Nightmares walk 

among us. Some are here to save us, others are here to drag us down to Hell. The Apocalypse, the end of days, it 

doesn’t matter what it’s called or what broke the world. Its broken and humans are no longer in charge. Welcome to 

the Apocalypse! 

The man straightens up from his work adjusting the coil of copper tubing coming out of the top of the still. The purpose of 
the coil is to dissipate the heat and condense the vapor into a concentrated liquid. I might not have enough coil, he thinks to 
himself. He looks over to the garden and watches his daughter working the rows with her digging stick, working the weeds 
back into the poor soil. The potato plants are doing well. Combined with the still, this seasons harvest should gain them 
much needed extra trade goods. No matter the state of the economy, people will always need an escape.  
 
   Behind her in the distance he notices a dust plume coming from the area where the dirt road meets the highway. They 
seldom get visitors out here in the valley near the San Pedro River in Hereford, Arizona. It might be the sheriff come to run 
them off. They are technically squatting on someone else's land. Eight years ago, before things started to go south, he worked 
as a government IT contractor at Fort Huachuca. Now, he's a dirt farmer, barely keeping his family clothed and fed.  
 
   He calls to his daughter, motioning behind her since it’s not likely she can hear what he is saying. She looks for a moment, 
and then hikes up the skirt of her dirt-stained simple dress and trots towards him and the house through the afternoon 
sunshine.  
 
   "Hunny, tell your brother to get his rifle and get up to the roof. That might be the cartel again. You never know." he says to 
her.  
 
   "Yes, daddy!" she replies and darts into the ramshackle mobile home. She returns a few moments later with a rifle in her 
arms.  
   "Trent said to bring you this!" she says, handing him his old Nagant. Trent was four years younger, but already had the 
heart of a warrior, which often drove his mother to distraction. The man hears two knocks come from the roof, which was 
the signal that Trent was in position behind the crusty old swamp cooler they no longer had the electricity to run.  
 
   "I want you to stay in the house with your mother and sister till we figure out what’s going on." he explains to her. 
Reluctantly she turns and goes. He can't help but notice the Springfield XD in the hand she was holding behind her back. It 
was the first gun he had ever purchased, and the last gun he would ever sell. She might seem to be a gentle soul, content to 
play with the farm cats, but there is steel in her spine.  
 
   The man walks slowly over to his old truck and pulls out a pair of binoculars. He slings the old rifle on his back. Bringing 
the Binoculars to his eyes he can see it’s a truck, not dissimilar to his own, but blue to his trucks brown. There are three men 
in the cab and four in the bed. Armed. He sets the binos on the cracked vinyl seat and un-slings his rifle. He puts the engine 
block between himself and the fast approaching truck and with a well practiced ease lays the rifle across the hood. He eases 
the bolt back without looking and feels to make sure the chamber is loaded. Good. He has five shots of 7.62X54R FMJ. 
Trent has his .22 Model 60 Marlin on the roof with 16 rounds loaded. Trent has been taking rabbits at over 100 meters with 
that rifle since he was 6 years old.  
 
   The truck starts hooting its horn as it turns down their drive. Shave and a haircut, two bits, over and over. The man Safes 
his rifle and peers through the binos just to make sure. It is the Sheriff and he has a posse with him. The man waves to the 
boy on the roof to stand down. He sets the rifle on the hood of the truck and steps to meet the truck as it grinds to a halt on 
bad brakes.  
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"Sheriff, what brings you out here?" he inquires before the man in the white hat can even offer his hand.  
 
"Tom, you used to work on post in IT, right? Do you still have some computers and shit lying around?" the Sheriff asks. 
Something is wrong. His face is very pale and his lips are purple like a man having a heart attack.  
 
   "Yeah, I still have some stuff, why?" Tom asks as he pulls a small flask from his back pocket and hands it to the Sheriff. 
The sheriff drains the four ounces of homemade liquor in a single go, grimacing at the burn.  
 
   "There has been an Incident at the Border Patrol checkpoint. Somebody killed the two agents, tore them apart, and tried to 
trash the cameras and computers." the Sheriff confides, color returning to his face.  
 
   "Well, how bad are they trashed?" Tom asks, shaking the flask to see if there is any left.  
 
   "Like with a sledge hammer! However, they didn't know to smash the hard drives. Do you have anything to hook them up 
to and watch the video so we can find out if this was the Cartel or... something else." the Sherriff says.  
 
   Something else. There have been rumors in recent years. Likely just mass hysteria produced by stress induced paranoia, 
society collapsing can do that to people. He can't deny the odd things he has seen and heard. He holds out his hand.  
 
   “Well, let me see them. We'll fire up the genny and see what I can do with them.” Tom asks.  
 
   The Sheriff hesitates. "The Feds have them at the checkpoint. They asked me to bring you there." he finishes.  
 
   The Goddamn Feds! The Feds, specifically Special Agent Simmons, has been hounding him since the federal government 
retook control of the Sovereign State of Arizona. Some people can't put the past behind them.  
 
   "Simmons?" Tom asks.  
   "Simmons." the Sheriff confirms.  
 
They arrive at the border patrol checkpoint a few hours later. A man in a blue polo shirt with a pistol on his hip greets them 
as they get out of the truck.  
 
   "Tom! So good to see you again!" Agent Simmons says as he takes the rifle from Tom's hands.  
 
   "Simmons. You have some hard drives for me to look at? Why didn't you send them to your own lab for recovery?" Tom 
asks flatly.  
 
   "Its Special Agent Simmons. We need these drives recovered ASAP. We don't have time to send them out. We believe the 
Mexican government might be getting ready to make a major push into our territory, under the guise of the Cartel. Plausible 
deny-ability and all that." Simmons states.  
 
   "You think an advance scouting party hit this checkpoint?" Tom asks as they walk towards the small square building. 
There are only two other agents and one vehicle, the standard black SUV. "Where is the rest of your crew?" Tom finishes.  
  "This is it, cut backs. Washington feels this area is secured now that we have quashed any dissenting parties after that 
little secessionist flap a while back." Special Agent Simmons replies, making pointed eye contact.  
They pause at the door. Simmons fishes in his pocket and pulls out a small jar of menthol rub. He holds it out to Tom. "It's 
been a few days since they were killed. It’s August."  
 
   Tom accepts the menthol rub and applies some below his nostrils. Simmons dons blue nitril gloves and puts his hand on the 
door knob.  
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  "Once inside touch nothing. Tell me what you want me to retrieve, and I will retrieve it for you. Understand?" Special 
Agent Simmons instructs Tom.  
 
   Throat suddenly dry, Tom nods in agreement. Special Agent in Charge (of practically nothing) Simmons opens the door.  
 
   The stench is horrendous and instantly takes Tom back to Fallujah 2004. He sees the face of a young boy perched over 
what he will find out later is a toy rifle. He feels his finger tighten on the trigger.  
 
   "Tom!" Special Agent Simmons shakes his shoulder hard. "Reality, buddy! Stay in it!"  
 
   "Sorry. The smell..." Tom replies shaking his head. The smell of rotting human flesh is unmistakable. Once you smell it, you 
will never forget it.  
 
   They enter the building. There is gore painted on the walls. They step over a leg still covered with dark green fabric and 
part of a pocket. Debris is strewn everywhere. The fluorescent light fixtures are hanging from the ceiling. Grey tubing of 
some sort hangs from the mostly everything. Tom feels his gorge rise when he realizes he just moved a coil of intestine out of 
his way.  
 
   "Simmons!" he yells.  
 
   "Over here is where the computers are, were." Simmons replies, pointing to a pile of broken plastic and circuit boards piled 
on a desk.  
 
   Tom examines the pile for a moment and points out a few items.  
 
   "No, the square ones. Grab those grey flat cables, too." Tom instructs as Agent Simmons carefully moves the pile piece by 
piece.  
 
   Something clatters to the floor. Tom instinctually reaches down and grabs for the objects in case they may be important. 
He looks at them lying on his palm. Teeth!  
 
   "These are Goddamn Teeth, Simmons! What the fuck!" Tom screams as he flings them across the room.  
 
   "Focus. Is there anything else you see that you will need?" Agents Simmons asks, motioning to the pile.  
 
   "No, that’s it. Just the hard drives and cables. I have everything else in the truck. Let’s get the fuck out of here!" Tom says 
wiping cold sweat from his forehead. The shakes were starting. He practically runs from the building. The vomiting 
continues for some time.  
The sun is starting to set. Tom paces back and forth, puffing on a bummed cigarette.  
 
   "So you know about them? Seriously? What are you guys smoking?" Tom says.  
 
   "I know how it sounds. He is what he is. We have collected more than enough evidence. We even captured one of them. 
They are real." Simmons answers calmly.  
 
   "I can't wrap my mind around what I just watched! It’s impossible!" Tom yells frantically.  
 
   "I'm going to need to you keep this to yourself, Tom. Like I kept that shit about the IEDs to myself. You owe me." 
Simmons states.  
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"Who do you think I'm going to tell? Vampires? Are you fucking serious?" Tom drops the unfinished cigarette to the ground 
and stomps it out.  
 
   "Did you know they did this before you brought me out here?" Tom asks, face stiff with anger.  
 
   "Not 100%, but I suspected. They are usually more cautious and hide their kills better." Special Agent Simmons answers 
lighting his own cigarette.  
 
   "How long has the government known about this?" Tom queries, reaching for the pack of smokes.  
 
 "Officially, it doesn't. Unofficially, since 1905. Lazarus, that's the big guy's name, the first records we have of him date 
from the Bisbee area right before the 1905 fire. He has popped up every few years since. World War one in France 1918, he 
fed on the wounded on both sides. 1929 during the stock market crash and the Great Depression. The list goes on." Agent 
Simmons finishes.  
 
   "Why is he here?" Tom asks.  
 
   "We don't know for sure. Last we knew he was deep in Mexico and had been there for years. Now suddenly, he's killing on 
this side of the border again and this time he has friends." the agent says.  
 
   "I don't understand the purpose of all this. What is the fucking goal?" Tom asks.  
 
   "The goal is I kill him. I stake his ass, cut his head off, and let the sun burn his remains to ash. That's the goal." Agent 
Simmons says gruffly.  
 
   "I want nothing to do with this. Nothing! Take me home. Now!" Tom says.  
 
   It’s been over a week since Lazarus and his small coven were able to retrieve the hard drives from Agent Simmons and 
properly destroy them. They properly destroyed Agent Simmons as well. Lazarus was able to glean the location of the 
computer man that helped Agent Simmons from the agent's mind as he fed from him.  
 
   The group waits in the desert a few hundred meters from the trailer. They can see the computer man sitting in a chair 
outside the front door. He is drinking from a bottle. Earlier they watched his children as they did their evening chores. 
Lazarus was transfixed by the oldest. It was her! After all this time it was her. She had the same raven hair, the same pert 
nose, and the same eyes. However, this girl's face was smooth and pleasant, unworn by time and sorrow. This girl's step was 
light and bouncy, where the other girls gait was tired and plodding. This girl was a few years younger.  
This girl was human instead of vampire.  
 
   Lazarus couldn't be sure of what he was seeing. Even he admits that sometimes he sees what he wants to see. This isn't 
even his original reality. What is reality? Is it what you believe or what you perceive? They have been watching the trailer 
for days, hiding nearby in abandoned structures during the day. Lazarus gathers his coven and prepares them to leave. They 
do not question him. They wouldn't dare. They would be back, he assured them. They would be back once he figured out 
what’s going on in his head.  
 
   Tom never explained to his family why they moved so suddenly to the mountains. 'We needed a change.' was all he would 
say. They now lived in a mostly intact two story house. They farmed and raised live stock. Life was harder. Water was 
always in short supply. It was farther from town which meant people ventured out their way less often to trade. The oldest 
daughter grew prettier as the months wore on. Her father spent long hours just staring into the woods, a worried look on his 
face. He could almost feel them.  
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Lazarus watches the house from the woods. It was eerie how the computer man, Tom, would stare at him. It was almost as 
if he could see him.  
   
 "It's time. We get her tonight." Lazarus tells his small band of followers when he returns to the abandoned mine they have 
been sheltering in for months.  
They have been careful with their hunting, but the few remaining people in this area are getting scared.  
 
   "What’s the plan, Lazarus?" asks Isaac, always the bold one.  
 
   "I turn her. That's the plan." Lazarus replies.  
 
   "What about the rest of her family?" the female vampire, Aletha, asks her master.  
 
   "What about them? Just save her father. For her first meal.", Lazarus replies.  
 
They kill the dogs first. The round up the two younger children and the parents and gather them in the living room. Lazarus 
sends Aletha up stairs to get the girl.  
 
   '...and so it begins,' the thinks as Aletha throws the struggling girl to the floor in front of him. Aletha grabs her brother 
and buries her face in this throat as he begins to scream.  
 
   He grabs her face roughly and stares intently into her eyes. He combs through her mind but finds no memory of himself. 
How can this be? Is his recollection of her just a figment of his damaged mind?  
 
   "Don't be afraid," he says to her. 'Welcome to your future!"  
 He smiles at her, his fangs slowly descending and locking into place.  
 She begins to scream.  
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In 1969, a little girl was born with a rare disease called epidural lipoma.   

I had a tumor on my back and it caused a deformity on my left foot; my toes curled under and my foot turned to the left. To 
this day, it still hurts to walk.  My dad was in the military at the time and so we used their doctors.  Initially, they weren’t 
sure what was occurring so they decided to wait for a few months before they did anything. In that time, it grew to the size 
of a grapefruit. Eventually, they did surgery on me but it caused many other things to go wrong.  I, of course, don’t 
remember a lot of it but I had been told stories about how I had to wear a brace, with the white baby shoes attached, to try 
to straighten out my leg itself. That, in itself, was torture because I was in elementary school so I got called “baby” a lot. I 
do remember having to learn how to walk again with the help of a balance beam contraption; I don’t know the technical 
word for it but I did have to use crutches, in addition.  I also had to have a muscle transplant on the left leg, along with an 
ankle transplant, so I have scars from those surgeries.  My arch is higher on my left than my right because they had to do a 
skin graft on my foot to cover the openings. As a child, I used to say that I had a choo choo track on my leg in reference to 
the scars. 

 Also, when I was young, I was not very coordinated. Sadly, I am still pretty bad but it was worse then. In particular, there 
was one time when I was getting up from the kitchen table. We had a percolating coffee pot there and, somehow, “Grace” 
here got tangled in the cord and pulled it with my foot. The lid popped off and hot coffee poured down my back. Needless to 
say, I screamed and cried the entire way to the emergency room. The doctors had to put me in a full body cast for a while, I 
added yet another scar. Dad said that was a joy to deal with, especially when I had to use the bathroom. It wasn’t like they 
could just take my cast off. 

One of the things I had to endure when I was younger was my overbearing, control-freak stepmother.  Yes, I think that 
description accurately covers her personality. She was the type that everything had to be her-way or no-way, at all. For 
example, when I would walk the eight blocks to my house on my way home from school; if she was driving down the street 
she would get mad at me if she saw me walking on the side of my shoes.  My foot, because of the damage, had a tendency to 
twist to the side. For the longest time, I would walk on the sides of my shoe.  If she saw me doing that, she would get so 
mad and tell me to, “straighten up that foot now and quit walking on the side”. I tried my best but there were times when it 
just happened so I became self-conscious about my walking.  It became habit for me to stop every few feet to move my foot 
back to the front in my shoe before she saw me and got mad. Every day when I walked home, I looked for her car to come by 
and prayed she wouldn’t see me and get mad.   

Her torment didn’t stop there. We always had to have the “perfect” rooms, we had to be polite, and mistakes were 
unacceptable. I still think she saw me as a mistake she’d inherited and she clearly wasn’t happy about it. I wasn’t the 
perfect child, I wasn’t the popular kid and I didn’t go out or do a lot of extracurricular activities. She always reminded me 
that, when she was in high school, she was the popular one who went out with the captain of the basketball team, the 
football team, and so on and so on. I was not her and I told her that numerous times. I just don’t think it ever got through 
to her.  Yes, I was her daughter, but I was adopted and I was a completely different person. I was the girl who everyone 
knew to be “sweet” and “nice” but not the one that the guys were fighting over to go out on dates. My social life was pretty 
nonexistent and, today, it’s still on the quiet side.  I was pretty much a homebody and still am.  

When I was fourteen, I went back to Carrie Tingley Children’s hospital in Albuquerque, New Mexico to see if they could 
straighten out my toes so that I could walk without pain and without destroying my shoes. Well, that ended up being a 
fluke. While I was wearing my cast, the pins that they’d put in my toes, to straighten them, broke and we never knew until 
the cast came off.  That was my freshman year but it still sticks with me, to this day. I will never forget it because the 
surgery was right before our graduation and I had to walk down the aisle with a cast on and I was in choir to boot. I 
remember; I got to wear a beautiful purple dress with a white jacket and I only had one shoe on because the other foot was 
in the cast. I was dreading singing with the choir since some people that had to stand on the risers but, luckily, because I 
was short I got to stand on the floor. While the cast was still on, my big toe decided to flop on top of my other toes and 
smush them.  I went to the best orthopedic surgeon in Albuquerque but he said that nothing could be done. He said I would 
have to live with the pain and the wear-and-tear on my shoes. I was both heartbroken and devastated. 
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From 1984 to 2001, I lived with the pain. My big toe rubbed against my shoes and I had to be extremely careful of what 
types of shoes I bought. When I went to my senior prom, I bought these beautiful pink flats. While I was climbing up and 
down the hotel stairs, I kept losing my shoes. Needless to say, after that night I didn’t get to wear those shoes very often. 
Even now, I have to be careful. I can’t wear heels because my ankles are too weak. I can wear some flip-flops but it’s not 
always easy and they have to be certain kinds.  

In 1994, when I was pregnant with my son, we were unsure if I would be able to carry him to full term because of the 
increase in weight but, thankfully, I made it. I even worked until the day he arrived, July 6th.  It was the happiest day of 
my life and I was so excited to have him here and have him healthy.  Because of my past medical history, the doctors wanted 
to do an amniocentesis but they eventually ruled it out. After a thorough review of my condition, they realized it was not 
hereditary. My son was born a perfectly healthy little boy who has grown into a strong, able-bodied adult proudly serving 
our country in the military. I prayed every day that he would be healthy; I did not want him to go through the hell that I 
did when I was a child. 

 In 2001, I was blessed to find another orthopedic surgeon who said he could straighten my toes but, he warned me, “They 
would not be pretty”. I told him I didn’t care about pretty; I just wanted to walk without pain. So, he put pins in some of 
the toes and a screw in the big toe. When I realized that he’d put a permanent screw in my big toe, I joked that I would set 
off alarms at the airport and watch security frantically trying to figure out what had caused the alarms. Unfortunately, my 
toe became infected and the screw was removed so… no fun at the airports, now. I also had a walking cast that time so 
that my doctor could check the progress every few weeks.  Every time I went in, he would change the bandages. I got a new 
color each time; my son’s favorites were purple and “Kermit the Frog green”. The day I got the bandages off, my second 
stepmom; not the one from when I was a kid, was with me. She had to turn away from the sight of my toes. I couldn’t even 
look myself for fear of how ugly it would be. The doctor cleaned everything up, put on new bandages, and said I was “good 
to go”. Even now, at the age of forty five, I have to be careful of my feet but I am happy to say I can walk without too 
much pain and it’s been nice.   

In 2004, I was blessed with another pregnancy. At first, I thought they were kidding. I had been feeling sick that day and, 
at lunch with my friends, I felt nauseated. They jokingly said I was pregnant. I looked at them and said, “No, I’m not 
pregnant but, if I am, then I am going to kill you guys for jinxing me”. That afternoon, I went to the ER.  Sitting in the 
exam room, I was very nervous about what they would tell me. I was in my thirties and in no way prepared to be pregnant 
or have to raise a baby on my own. I didn’t feel as though I had been a great mom with the first one and I just didn’t know 
if I could do it again but I got over my fear. I made the decision that, if I was, then I would do it right this time.  I was so 
worried about the pregnancy that I didn’t tell very many people that I was pregnant. I didn’t even tell my parents until the 
night I lost her and I was in the hospital. I didn’t want to hear the berating that was sure to follow. I found out that my 
dad was hurt that I didn’t tell him because that would have been his second granddaughter but I just didn’t want to deal 
with the stress.  I had a hard enough time telling the baby’s father and what does he do????? He bailed, of course. 
Thankfully, I had some great friends who were with me through the pregnancy. They met me at the hospital when I was 
admitted and helped me tell my parents what had happened. 

 At nineteen weeks I lost my sweet baby girl, Michaela Therese. Apparently, the umbilical cord was pressed against her 
throat; she couldn’t breathe and she lost her life. It took quite some time for my broken heart to mend and the devastation to 
subside. The weird thing is I had a dream the night she passed. I dreamt I was in the hospital and the doctors told me she 
was gone but I told them they were lying. I thought it was nothing but a few weeks later, when I went for a checkup; I 
found out she had been gone for about two weeks.  I almost lost it.  I had her naturally and they let me see her so that I 
could say goodbye, as part of the grieving process. The hospital gave me a beautiful, yellow crocheted blanket, a dewdrop-
covered rose and her unofficial birth certificate. The state buried her for free since she was under twenty-weeks-old but I 
never did visit her grave. I couldn’t bring myself to go. I regret it now but I think I said my goodbyes and I didn’t want to 
break down again. 
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That December, my cousin had a baby girl and I made the trip to the hospital to see her. My godmother asked me if I was 
ready to see a baby so soon after losing mine. I was like, “yes, I have to do this. I have to go on with life and realize that 
everything happens for a reason.”  She was a beautiful little girl and she would have been ten this year. 

Over the years, I’ve had to overcome some obstacles but I feel that it has made me a stronger person. Sometimes, I feel it is 
my downfall also. I try not to let my “uniqueness”, (I don’t like using the word handicap because I don’t feel like I am 
totally incapable of doing things), to get me down or use it as an excuse not to do something.  In Junior High School, I tried 
out for the drill team. I didn’t make it but I wasn’t really that upset; I tried and that made me feel good. I learned how to 
ride a bicycle after several tries.  I even learned how to drive a stick-shift when I was told I wouldn’t be able to by doctors.  
I have tried to keep the word “can’t” out of my vocabulary when trying new things. I know my limits; I strive to do the best 
I can and go for the things that I am physically capable of doing. 

After surgery, I thought my foot troubles were over but what did I know?  In 2010, I ended up losing a toe on my right 
foot. Yes, my right foot; the “good one”, the one that never had anything wrong with it. I woke up one morning and my toe 
was swollen. I thought I’d been bit by a spider and didn’t think anything of it. I alternated heat and ice to get the swelling 
to go down but it didn’t. I left it alone for two weeks and I tried to be brave. I held off as long as I could; I’d be at work, 
with my toe in severe pain, but I stayed. Finally, one night, it got so bad that one of the girls working with me made me go 
sit in the office with my foot propped up, socks off, alternating heat and cold. I couldn’t bear it any more so they took me to 
the emergency room. I was promptly admitted and had surgery.  As it turned out, I ended up getting cellulitis and I lost my 
toe. I was out of work for a month with that one. I finally bounced back but it wasn’t easy. 

I feel, sometimes, that I am one big scar and that no one would ever want me with all my imperfections but other times; it’s 
what gives me strength.  When I feel like, “why would anyone be interested in me with all my scars and imperfections”; I 
remind myself that, “If they can’t handle the imperfections then they are not right for me”. God made me this way for a 
reason.  I have to keep going and not let it get the better of me. 

That’s me in a nutshell and my friends would agree that there are days when I fit that line perfectly.  My love of writing 
has been going on for a long time. Well, since elementary school at least. I got discouraged along the way; no surprise there, 
but I’ll never quit.  When I was in second grade we were asked to write stories about a clown. I don’t remember exactly 
what mine was about but, what I do remember; is being disappointed that mine didn’t make it to the hallway where some of 
the stories were showcased. I also remember that when I wrote about the spider who lived in the corner of my room and fed 
on flies; that story made it to the wall of honor. I was so darn proud of myself.  

I wrote off and on over the years and kept journals about what was going on in my life, regardless of whether or not it was 
exciting.  My nightmare stepmom read my diary and left comments in the margins. I would get so mad at her for that; I had 
no sense of privacy, not even in my own house. I couldn’t write anything and leave it around or even get mail without her 
reading it. When I talked on the phone, she was always listening. Even when I was in college, she did it. My friends knew 
they had to be careful what they wrote or what they said on the phone. This, of course, was back in the “dark ages”, when 
we were using chalkboards. No internet, cell phones, instant messages and, gulp, no Facebook!  My stepmother would 
always tell me to, “quit living in a dream world” or that I would never write the next “great American novel”. I still hear 
those words in my head, today. I wrote a lot and I wish now that I had kept those stories. I wrote about the perfect 
boyfriend and having the perfect life to escape the reality of mine which consisted of fighting, drinking, and hiding my true 
self. I was happy and cheerful at school but, at home, I would go and hide.  She always asked why couldn’t I be like I was 
at school and I just looked at her as if she had lost her mind. “You have to ask that kind of question,” I would say to myself.  
Over time, I wrote many stories but never got them finished. Something always happened that I couldn’t make it to the end.  

 In 2008, I got involved with National Novel Writing Month, which is held every year in November. It’s a time when 
people sit down to write 50,000 words in thirty days. So far, I’ve never made it to end with 50,000 words because 
something, like work, always got in the way. But one of the pieces that I am editing now was one I did in 2012 for 
NaNo.It is now entered in a contest and I’m just waiting to hear the results. My other attempt at NaNo last year is still 
waiting to be told. Right now, I four stories waiting to be finished and I’m having fun coming up with new ideas to 
complete them.  
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I work full time now and have been for a long time. I had applied for disability but I consider the denials “my sign” that I 
am not ready for that road, at least not yet. I work hard and there are days when I hurt very badly but I take it in stride 
and keep going. I have my love of writing to keep me going and to pursue my dreams.  I work; I write and I have a great 
support group in my friends. This year has been my banner year; getting myself in gear, doing something productive, 
realizing my dreams, and not letting anyone stand in my way.  

Thanks to my wonderful friend, I have a special journal that I carry with me to write down ideas when they appear. It has 
helped me a lot, especially when I am at work or driving. Yes, I pull over when ideas hit while I’m in the car and it sure is 
nice to have something handy to write down those thoughts.  She is; what I like to call, my “serial cheerleader”. Okay, you’re 
probably wondering what a serial cheerleader is…it is the nickname we gave ourselves because we cheer each other up but 
since, she writes horror stories we decided to call her my serial cheerleader.  Now, I have two more “serial cheerleaders” 
added to the group. We are each other’s support group.  We make sure we stay on track and don’t stray from our dreams. If 
we get depressed or think things aren’t going to work out, we remind each other that it will. We, as a group, come up with 
great story ideas and, come September, we will have our first draft of a horror anthology. We hope to publish by the end of 
the year and then we’ll start on a new one.  

These “serial cheerleaders” have helped me so much in these past few months. Without them, I would never have gathered 
the strength I needed to venture out into the shark infested writing waters to see what I could accomplish.  In fact, I have 
managed to overcome my shyness by submitting my work and attempting to publish my books. I also have a blog that does 
book reviews and I did “thirty-days- of-blogs” for the month of April. Without my cheerleaders, I would be nothing. I 
wouldn’t have the courage to take my leap of faith or see where that road leads. With them behind me, I will never give up 
on my dreams and I encourage them, every day, to do the same. We will make it and be published this year, finally realizing 
our dreams.  I want to finally cross; “become a published author” off my bucket list. I’m looking forward to a great 
celebration with all those who have supported me through thick and thin… and there have been a lot of thin. So, my words 
to you, future writers who are struggling to get words on the page; just do it. When the right words appear, you will know 
and it will be amazing. Trust yourself. 
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                     By Chantal Bellehumeur (Canada) 

 

Chantal Bellehumeur is a multi-genre author who always loved to write but never thought 

about publishing anything until a friend of her told her she should.  It has now before her 

favorite hobby.  It’s like breath of fresh air to her.  

Chantal currently has 10 books available to purchase on Amazon. One of them is a 

compilation of her family oriented short stories originally published in The Suburban's 

Online Magazine. 

Earlier this year, Chantal was approached by Durham Editing and she decided to submit 

some of her work.  Her short story "Born to Sing" as well as her poem "Hiding in the 

Wilderness" were featured in the 2014 Aspire to Inspire Women Writer's Anthology, 

which instantly became a bestseller. 

More of Chantal’s poetry was featured in the anthology "Words of Fire and Ice," also by 

Durham Editing.  This book quickly reached the #1 Bestseller status on both the Poetry 

Multi-Author Anthologies and Poetry Anthologies via Smashwords. 

Durham Editing featured Chantal’s short stories “Rain or Shine” and “The Experiment 

Gone Wrong” in Summer Shorts II: Best kept Secrets.   

It’s not a secret that Chantal is a single mom and feels very lucky to have her son in her 

life.  She wrote a memoir of motherhood, which was included in the compilation book 

"They call me MamaBear" put together by author Amber Royce. Because it was so special to her, she republished the memoir 

independently.  She wrote another special memoir entitled Friends Forever, which will be included in Durham Editing’s memoir 

anthology Its About Living. In addition, Chantal’s short stories, “Ghost Child” as well as “A Pleasant Fall Morning” will be 

published in another upcoming anthology by Durham Editing called Autumn Magic. This fall, Chantal will be releasing the special 

edition of her horror novel “Just.Another.Common.Killer” which will include her new story “Mary Kelly’s Diary.” Chantal is 

currently in the process of polishing up her novella “Really Not Alone,” which is the sequel to her feel good book “Not Alone.”      

It should be released in 2015.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Visit Chantal’s website: http://author-chantal-bellehumeur.webnode.com/                                                                                          

Follow Chantal on Facebook: Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Chantal-Bellehumeur-public-author-

page/347446362035640 
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The following letter, torn from a spiral notebook, was mailed to NASA (the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration).  It was not addressed to anyone in particular and had no return address on the long white envelope it came 
in. 

 
June 28, 2014 
 
Allow me to introduce myself.  My name is Victor Khrone, and when I was six months old I was adopted by aliens.  No, 

not abducted.  Adopted; as in, my biological parents abandoned me and another couple who happen to be aliens raised me as 

their own child.  Really!  I am not just saying that because my parents act like they are from another planet.  They really 

aren’t from Earth!  In fact, they are from another galaxy.  The male and female I call mom and dad come from a small 

planet undiscovered by humans that goes by the name of Cigam. (I only realized recently that it spells the work magic 

backwards. I think it is a strange coincidence because the way my parents described their planet it sounds very magical.) 

   About fourteen and a half years ago, my adoptive parents travelled together in space looking for life on other planets.  
After visiting all the planets furthest from our sun, they discretely landed here on Earth.  They were able to make their small 
round space ship invisible, and from what I am told it is still sitting undisturbed in one of our Texas deserts.    
   After hours of walking in the hot sandy land and taking samples of cactuses, my alien mother and father ran into a couple 
of humans.  The man and woman looked similar to them physically; not what they had expected at all.  At first, they 
actually mistook them for their own kind.  There was a bit of confusion among the strangers because of the way each pair 
communicated, but eventually all the misunderstandings were blamed on the heat of the desert.  My parents thought it best 
to speak what they discovered was English, which they learned quickly by reading the man and woman's minds.   
   The couple thought my adoptive parents had suffered some sort of heat stroke so took them to the nearest hospital.  My 
mom and dad escaped, not wanting to be examined just in case the doctors found something out of the ordinary.   
  Wanting to study humans as well as life on Earth, my alien parents took ownership of some land, built themselves a nice 
modern family house, and settled down peacefully.  They became farmers, and eventually adopted me from an orphanage.   
    I am not making this up!  I swear!  I know it sounds unreal, and I probably sound crazy.  I assure you that I am not. 
    Honestly, I would be questioning my parents' sanity for telling me about their history if I had not seen proof of their alien 
background. 
   As I mentioned before, my parents physically look human.  They don’t have odd features, extra limbs, have green blood, or 
anything like that.  I’ve been told that they can each transform into a different animal, but they would not show me.  They 
said that they had not done it since their life on Earth because the animals here are slightly different than on Cigam, but I 
believe them because of everything else I have seen them do. 
   What makes my adoptive parents so different from everyone else, aside from the fact that my mother can morph into a sort 
of bird and my father can become a type of canine, is the fact that they can read minds.  Not just the minds of humans like I 
mentioned earlier, but animals too.  I have seen them have conversations with domestic and wild creatures.   
  My adoptive parents also have telekinetic abilities.  That means that they can make objects, and technically even people or 
animals, move without actually touching them.  I thought I was dreaming the first time I saw stuff moving around on their 
own.  Once I realized it was real, I admit that I screamed. I am sure you would have done the same.  My parents then 
showed me the benefits of this talent, which they only use when they are alone. 
    On top of that, my adoptive parents can also change people’s memories.  That’s how they managed to casually start a new 
life here and get approved to adopt me.  They don’t do that last trick often though, as it gives them massive migraines that 
last for days.  
   Since my parents never stopped being scientists after leaving planet Cigam, they worked on a formula that would make me 
more like them.  After many trials, I now share the same telepathic, telekinetic and mind changing powers as my adoptive 
parents.  They told me that they would work on the animal transformation part when we go to Cigam, which is where we 
are supposed to spend our next family vacation.  It might be permanent. 
   I must admit that I am a little bit scared about the trip, but very excited at the same time.  I mean, what teenager gets to 
fly into space?  What human ever got to set foot on another habited planet?  I will be the first.  Of course, I know that 
there is a chance that I may never return back to Earth, but I have accepted that now.   
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Just like I have accepted that my adoptive parents are aliens. 
   I told all my friends that I was moving away.  It will be hard to leave them all behind.  I will miss them very much and 
won’t even be able to keep in touch like I said I would.  I know it is not good to lie, but my friends would not have believed 
the truth.  Do YOU? 
   My parents have shown me old pictures of Cigam and it looks really nice; much cleaner than here.  Hopefully that has not 
changed.  My mom and dad had no way of keeping in contact with their kind over the last fifteen years so they really don’t 
know what they will be returning to.   
   
 Well, I must go take my injection now if I want to keep my powers.  Unfortunately for me, they are not permanent.  I need 
a new dose of my parents' invented formula every single day.  My parents are making me practice using my powers and they 
will stop giving me the injections if I don’t use them right.  They have strict rules, in order to keep their alien nature hidden.  
   If you don’t believe any of this, there is nothing I can do to convince you that my adoptive parents are aliens because that 
would mean breaking rules.  So, you’ll just have to trust me.  Perhaps one day planet Cigam will be discovered and this letter 
won't seem as odd.  Right now, humans don't have the technology to go that far. 
     Wish me luck on my journey! 
 
V.K 
 
After reading this curious letter, the administrator of NASA decided to hire a private investigator to find Victor Khrone.  
The highly paid PI found a birth certificate for Victor Khrone as well as adoption papers, but no history of the boy's 
parents.  There were no records of either one of them being born, going to school, getting married...  The PI found the last 
house they resided in, which was sold.  There was no further trace of the boy nor his adoptive parents presumed to be aliens 
from the planet Cigam.  They had disappeared off the face of the Earth. 
   The NASA administrator originally wanted to confront Victor Khrone about the seriousness of sending false information 
to the government, but after hearing the PI's findings (or curious lack of findings), he ended up sharing the letter with his 
fellow NASA employees and filing it with other documents, and artifacts that suggested life on other planets existed.   
   The public was kept in the dark until NASA was a able to send satellites farther out of our galaxy, during which they 
ended up discovering another habitable planet.  The pictures taken from the satellites showed a clean green land with what 
looked like humans and strange looking animals.  It appeared that Victor had written the truth five hundred years before 
this discovery.    
   When NASA announced that they were not alone in the universe, they finally exposed Victor's secret so that people would 
not be afraid of aliens.  Some people felt safe while others became afraid of the powers the aliens had.   
   Some people wondered if they walked among Cigams, a term used for the beings from the newly discovered planet Cigam.  
None were ever found on Earth, but not everyone believed that they were alone so they kept an eye out for strange 
occurrences.  Odd things started happening more often. 
   "Are we really alone on Earth?" became the new question people often asked themselves, as opposed to "are we alone in the 
universe?"  The answer was never known for sure, but many people believed that Cigams secretly lived among them like 
Victor’s adoptive parents had long ago.  
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Me, Myself, and I 
 By Audrey Valentine (Austria) 

 

 
 

Jane Peskara/Audrey Valentine is a 23 year old writer from Vienna/Austria. 

She loves writing stories since she learned to write, which was 16 years ago. 

2009 she started writing novels and the dream of being a published, respected, loved author was born. 

2013 she started being on many networks, created her homepage and an Author page on Facebook as well. 

She started really working towards her first publication. 

2014 she will publish her first book, she hopes people will like it, because she has many more to offer (already 

finished 9 other novels) 

Jane/Audrey loves music, animals, nature, and movies 

She also dreams about making a screenwriter schooling so she can turn her own books in screenplays. 

She also starts vocal lessons because music is for her the second best way to express her feelings and to escape from 

the daily stress. 

If you want to know more about her, please visit her homepage (which is not perfect because she has no help and no 

money, so especially the book covers there are simple, but she promises that will change). 

Or look at her page on “about.me”. 

HOMEPAGE: http://www.sasaj987.wix.com/jane-audrey-novels 
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1st Part: 

ME 

 

ME, well that is me and that means in this case a person with long blonde hair, sparkling blue eyes, and a body I am fine 

with. 

ME, that means my silliness, my emotions, and my fears. 

ME, that obviously meant for HIM, too much effort, and too much stress. 

ME, that means a woman who is able to get lost in a romantic movie, who hates it when people are hypocritical and who 

gets all lovey-dovey when she sees a little puppy. 

ME simply means all my good sides and also all my flaws, that is all I will ever be. 

 

My name is Sunny Twyler. 

Yeah, Yeah I know what you want to say now, I heard that so often.  

“Oh, my god, your name is Sunny? Well then you are surely a happy person.” 

No one ever even considered that I am not like my name; my life is not like my name. 

My name was given to me by my father and mother, just because they got married a year before on a sunny day in July, and 

they thought it would be a cute name for their cute, first daughter. 

So it has nothing to do with my life or my choices. 

Honestly? If I could have chosen my name, it would be something like “TiredSadDisappointed”, because that would at least 

tell everyone how I feel. 

And I wouldn’t have to look into people’s faces, into their asking faces. 

Whenever I tell someone my name, they want to know how I feel and how my life is. 

Just because my name is Sunny, damn it! 

But if we are honest, we know that they are not really interested, all they want to hear is a story that brightens their day, a 

story that makes them able to tell themselves that there is hope in the world. 

But I don’t care what they want from me, whenever I tell someone my name and they want to know something else I simply 

answer with a smile, and a nod and then I walk away. 

Before I start to cry right after I reach the next corner. 

 

Believe me I wish my Life would be sunny, God do I wish that. 

But many wishes won’t come true, so I know I have to accept what happened in my life, I have to move on. 

At the moment I just don’t know how. 

How can I accept something, I never wanted to experience? 

How can I accept that I am no longer complete, that I lost my other half? 

 

There was a time when I really thought my Life couldn’t be better, but then, right then when I felt so safe, everything 

changed. 

And now! Now I am here, crying, complaining. 
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I should be thankful for the good moments, I should be thankful, that I don’t have to go through tragedies like others have 

to. 

And believe me, I feel bad when I can’t be thankful, when I don’t want to be, because I not only lost someone I truly loved, 

but also because I lost myself. 

I can’t stop crying because I still hope that one day I will find myself, but I am so scared I won’t. 

What then? 

How can I move on, when I am no longer ME? 

There was a time, when I wished I wouldn’t be ME, now I want nothing more than to be ME again, probably that’s called 

irony. 

To make you understand me a bit more, I have to travel back in time, well only with my mind, of course. 

Back to a time, when I thought things will never change and I will always be happy, silly thinking, I know. 

 

4 months ago I was ME, I was the best ME ever. 

I was with HIM, and he was the most important part of ME. 
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2nd Part: 

HE 

 

HE, that meant pure love, true love. 

HE, that meant safety, home. 

HE, that was what I needed. 

HE was my lover, my friend and my hope. 

 

A week after my 24th birthday I was jogging in a park, near by my little flat. 

I did that every day; first and foremost to stay fit but also to have my little time in the nature so to speak. 

No cars, no neighbors, who were screaming in pleasure all night, and who were giving me the bad eye during the day. 

Nothing was important when I was jogging; all I heard were my feet when they touched the ground, and the birds, singing 

in the trees. 

And all I saw were the trees; the old couple who fed the pigeon’s every day, and the sky, sometimes so blue that it hurt my 

eyes, sometimes cloudy, sometimes foggy. 

I did my jog every day, during the whole year, no matter if it snowed or rained, if it was cold or hot. 

I needed that time for myself. 

Things were not as easy as I wanted them to be. 

I finished High school 6 years ago, but I was still trying to find my place in the world. 

My parents were disappointed, because they always wanted their first and only child to be something special. 

And in their eyes I would only be something special, if I would have a job, where I earn at least 6000 dollars a month. 

But that was not me, I never cared about money. 

I was working at a little bakery, started early in the morning at about 5, and went home at about 15pm. 

I loved my work, I loved to feel and smell the yummy little things we baked and sold there. 

I loved my Boss, she was so nice and gentle, she was like the mother I never had. 

But still I didn’t make enough money in my parent’s eyes, and to work in a bakery with a high school graduation, well let 

me see they weren’t pleased. 

We had some really bad fights about that, and then I moved out from home when I was 21. 

I found a little flat, it had only one room, a toilet and a bathroom; there was not even a kitchen, only a little stove and a 

small fridge, that was full when I put a bottle of water and some cheese in it. 

My last boyfriend cheated on me, with my best friend, so I lost them as well as I lost my parents. 

I wasn’t happy but I had hope that things would change for the better and at least I had a job, and loving it, but then 5 

weeks ago I lost my job, my boss died, they bank now owned the bakery, and a rich man bought it and wants to do whatever 

with it. 

Now I am working at a gas station, with a grumpy, always looking at my boobs, boss. 

But I needed the money, I surely didn’t want to lose my flat because then I would have to go back to my parents, and I 

definitely didn’t want to give them this satisfaction. 

 

So the jogging was also a source of new strength for me, because only in these 1 and a half hours I was able to stop 

worrying, I was able to be me and I was able to hope. 
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So on this day, this sunny day in August, I was jogging slowly because it was really hot and I started sweating right when 

I started. 

I looked at the sky and smiled, I saw a little bird flying to a tree next to me and I was thinking “Oh my god isn’t he cute?” 

 

I was distracted, and didn’t notice that there was a man with a bike, coming closer and closer. 

Later he told me, he did scream at me to make me see him, but I didn’t hear anything, I was so focused on the little bird. 

And suddenly I was lying on the ground, with a bike on my tummy and a man lying beside me, saying “Shit, Shit, Shit.” 

First I thought it was all a dream, and that I didn’t really started jogging, that I was still lying in my bed. 

But then the man, stood up and looked at me, I looked at him and I immediately started smiling, I must have looked like an 

idiot, but his dark, brown eyes, that were looking at me angrily and his mouth that was half open to probably insult me, 

were frozen, when he saw my smile. 

I thought, now I am screwed and I prepared myself for a big and loud fight right there, but he surprised me. 

He knelt down, reached for my hand, stroked it gently, and smiled back at me. 

I still don’t know what happened right then, it was magical. 

He leaned forward, pushed his bike away, helped me in a sitting position and then he just kissed me. 

He didn’t kiss my cheek, no, he kissed my mouth, and he kissed my soul and my heart. 

I needed 5 seconds to realize what was happening there, I mean I had an accident, there was a stranger kissing me, and I all 

I felt was peace? 

5 seconds to realize that it felt like butterflies were flying in my tummy. 

5 seconds to realize I shouldn’t do that, simply because I don’t know him. 

5 seconds to realize that I don’t care. 

After those 5 seconds I opened my mouth and let his tongue caressing mine. 

He played my tongue, he bit my lips, and I was lost. 

He stopped the kiss and looked at me; there was no anger in his eyes, not even surprise. 

There was only love. 

I could barely breath, my hands were shaking, and I couldn’t see myself standing up. 

And right then he stood up, bent down, and picked me up.  

He held me in his arms, like I always imagined to be held when my husband carries me over the threshold. 

I was in heaven and all I did was closing my eyes and snuggled against his chest. 

He kissed my head and sighed. 

I knew right then, that this was the beginning of something amazing. 
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3rd Part: 

US 

 

US, that meant only him and me. 

US, that was the best thing that ever happened to me. 

US, that meant safety, love and passion. 

US, made my life sunny, yeah whenever someone asked me how I feel or how my life is, I smiled, not only with my mouth, 

also with my eyes, and said: “Sunny is my name, and sunny is my life.” 

I had the best time ever, and I was so stupid to think nothing could ever change that. 

 

From the day of the accident we were a couple, we didn’t even have to say it, it was just like that. 

He took me home, and after he gave me his phone number he drove home with his bike. 

I was standing there and watched him leave and I still smiled. 

 

From that day on we met every day for about 3 weeks, and then I moved to him. 

He had a little house, with a little garden, I loved it. 

I felt like I am finally home. 

We had a kitchen and I was immediately addicted to it, I was cooking every day. All kind of things, I even baked all the 

things I remembered from my old job. 

We had a living room and a bedroom. 

We had a bath with a bathtub and a shower. 

All this was new to me but it felt great. 

Our fridge had normal size and I was able to fill him with grocery for the whole week. 

When I first did that I was so surprised that I stood in front of the fridge and looked at it with big eyes, till he came to the 

kitchen, laughed, and closed the door. 

 

When he was at work, he worked as independent lawyer; I sat in a deck chair with a glass of water and in my PJ’s and all 

I felt was peace. 

When I told him how much I hate my work at the gas station, he said I should quit the job and do what I really want, find 

something that I really enjoy, and while I look for that he will pay for all. First I was a little bit shocked, I felt dependant 

but then I thought about it and I knew he was right, that was my chance to find a job that really fits me, and I took the 

chance. 

Believe me I was so satisfied when I was looking at my former boss and knew that I would never ever have to go back, and 

I would never ever have to endure his lewdly glances at me. 

In our garden we had a little pond, with a few fishes and water lilies and I sat next to the pond, looking at the fishes, 

listening to the sound of the wind. 

I stopped my jogging when I moved to him, simply because I didn’t need it anymore. 

I had my little garden and I didn’t need strength because I was stronger than ever just because of him. 

I know now that I was a fool back then. 

I was so happy and thought it would never end, but I should have known it as all good things come to an end, sooner or 

later. 
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We had such a great time; the house was filled with laughter and love. 

Sometimes he invited some friends to dinner, and I loved them all, they never made me feel like I don’t belong there, they 

made me feel like I am part of them. 

My days were so great and fulfilling. 

I used the internet to find a new job and I decided to do a schooling to become a gardener. 

That was the job I really wanted to do, because it meant being outside, in nature and also being creative. 

I was the best in my class and just 8 weeks after I met my true love I had a new job as gardener and I was absolutely 

happy. 

When I came home that day and saw him sitting on our couch I started dancing around, hopping and screaming “Yeah, I 

got it.” 

He looked at me only for a second, and then he jumped up and danced with me. 

We danced and laughed till our feet became sore and we were out of breath. 

The he took my hand and we sat down on the couch, I snuggled up to him and he kissed my forehead. 

He whispered “I love you” and I said “I love you too.” and right at that moment everything was finally complete. 

 

2 Weeks after that day, everything changed and it totally caught me by surprise. 

I remember that day very good. 

I came home from work earlier because I felt really bad and my head hurt badly, so my boss sent me home. 

I made an appointment at my doctor for the next morning and all I wanted to do is having a shower and going to bed. 

I opened the door and I knew right away something was wrong. 

I can’t explain where this feeling came from but it was there and it made me shiver. 

I closed the door behind me and went to the kitchen to get myself something to drink, and also to get over this weird feeling 

that something bad was about to happen to me, something that would change everything. 

I opened the fridge without looking around, as I thought I was alone at home, because it was only 1pm and he would not 

come home before 6pm. 

 

I grabbed a bottle of coke, opened it and only when I was about to drink I noticed a little movement in the corner of my eye. 

I turned my head and looked at him; I was so surprised that the bottle fell to the floor and spread coke all over me, but I 

didn’t care. 

 

He looked at me in a way he never did before. 

And just a second later I knew why. 

I didn’t notice that he was naked or that he was saying something to me, all I noticed at that moment was that he broke my 

heart. 

He was not alone there, right there on our table, where we sat everyday for breakfast and dinner, laid a naked woman with 
curly, red hair, starring at me with her big green eyes. 
 
She didn’t even try to look guilty. 
She smiled at me and rolled her eyes when he apologized and tried to calm me. 
“Please honey; it’s not what you think. I love you, please stay.” 
I needed 5 seconds to realize what he did. 
5 seconds to be able to move. 
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I went away, without looking back, I just walked to the door and opened it. 

I still didn’t look back even though I knew he was behind me, trying to touch me. 

“Don’t ever touch me again; don’t ever talk to me again. This is over, I won’t come back. I will pick up my stuff tomorrow.” 

That was all I said before I left my home, my house, the place I felt so safe once. 

And I knew I would never take him back, he hurt me to the core of my soul. 

So I went away with a big hole in my heart, tears flowing down my cheeks, sobbing, and my walking turned into running. 

I ran so fast people probably thought someone is chasing me. 

But all that chased me were my memories of the good days we had. 
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4th Part: 

MYSELF 

 

“All by myself” is the best song that was ever written.  

Well at least that is what I think at the moment; umm okay it’s what I think since I left our house 6 weeks ago. 

I listened to that song everyday during the last weeks. 

And every time I cry, I can’t help it, but I do think sometimes that I shouldn’t, I think of other people and I mean we all 

know that such things happen every day, everywhere it’s no biggie. 

It shouldn’t be, but for me it just feels like the worst nightmare and it’s real. 

When I stopped telling myself how bad I am, because I am sad over a minor thing, I always started watching TV, it didn’t 

matter what was on, I just needed to hear voices, because I felt so alone. 

And I was alone, I lived in a “flat” that was even smaller then my first one, I had no job again, because The Garden Center 

I worked at became insolvent, and I had no friends, because the friends I had are the friends of him, and they obviously 

don’t care about me, because I am no longer his girlfriend. 

So yeah I was alone. 

I was really busy with my self-pity and telling myself what a bad person I am, but then one day, just 4 days ago from today, 

I changed. 

Don’t ask me why but it was like a silver lining on the horizon. 

I woke up, with a big headache, so I stayed in bed all day and I had much time to think about it all. 

Right before midnight I was able to listen to “All by myself” without crying, I listened to it and all I thought was “Such a 

sad song.”, but I didn’t feel sad. 

What happened, what he did to me, was the worst thing I experienced so far, but suddenly I was sure there is more for me 

to experience, bad thing but also good things and I didn’t want to sacrifice that for a guy, that behaved like a douche bag, I 

realized he had no right to have such an impact on my life any longer. 

With this thought I fell asleep, and it was the best sleep I ever had. 

 

On the next day I woke up and felt like a new person, I even had to look into my mirror because I was so sure that I could 

see the change on the outside, but of course I was still looking like me. 

I smiled at myself, had a shower, and dressed up. 

I spent a few hours in a library, I used their W-LAN to search for jobs, and then I read a book or two. 

When I came home a few hours later, I got a call from a job I found when I was at the library. 

The woman on the phone told me they would love to invite me to an interview, I was so happy, even though I knew that 

doesn’t mean I will have a job. 

I was happy simply because I did something, he dragged me down, and I got up, stronger, wiser, and happier, because I 

finally knew what I am capable of. 

So, of course I said yes, when she asked me, if I can come to them tomorrow morning. 

That night I slept well again, it was just too less. 

I hopped out of the bed, did my routine with a shower and dressing up, and then I had a coffee and left the flat for a new 

experience. And now I am here and I have a new job since yesterday, which feels incredible, and I have to admit I am proud 

of myself. On the other side there is this call I got 2 hours ago from my Ex, first he begged me to come back, he apologized 

and he told me how much he loves me. 
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I told him that I won’t come back, and I want him to leave me alone. 

I think it was the tone of my voice that made him stop begging. 

He remained silent for a few minutes, till I said Goodbye, right then he yelled “NO” into the phone, and I was afraid of 

becoming deaf, because it was so damn loud. 

I waited for him to explain that and he did. 

“I know I hurt you, I am sorry. I love you but I see you won’t give me a second chance. So there is only one thing I want to 

tell you before I leave your life forever.” 

I admit I started being nervous. 

“I want you to have the house. 

Please don’t say no, I know it is your home, you felt good here, you loved it here, and I will move out anyway, because I 

have a new house in the city, near my office. 

I know you would never accept if I would give it to you for free, so I want you to pay me a rent, if that makes you feel 

better, and I will give that money to an organization that helps kids in needs. 

I hope you will say yes, because this house is yours, it always was, it waited for you, and only you turned it into a home. 

And I would be really happy if I’d know that I don’t have to sell it to stranger.” 

Believe me when I tell you I was shocked, I couldn’t say anything, I really thought I would collapse. 

It took me so long to answer, that he was thinking I had hung up the phone. 

Several minutes later I answered, and we were both surprised about the answer. 

Maybe you will think I am silly but I answered with “Yes”. 

It’s not easy to explain it, but I knew he was right, it was my home, I loved it there and even though I knew I had to 

change the kitchen, I wanted to live there, I wanted my garden back and so I said yes. 
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5th Part: 

I 

 

I, means me being myself. 

I, means me being an independent person. 

I, means I am able to be alone. 

I, means that I finally realized I have only control over myself, but not over other people and how they treat me. 

I, means I will always be me, and hope that one day I find the right people who love me for who I am. 

 

If you would have asked me 7 weeks ago where I see myself in 5 years, I would have had an answer immediately. 

I would have told you that I see myself in the arms of the man I love, the man I will still love then. 

It is weird how much things can change in 7 weeks, 49 days and nights. 

 

Today I was sitting in the garden, at the pond, in my garden, which used to be our garden not so long ago. 

My right hand lingered in the water, and I asked myself this one question. 

I thought about it, for seconds, minutes. 

All possible answers that went through my head were not really the product of what I felt, but more the product of what I 

thought I have to feel. 

So, believe it or not I spent three hours there, thinking about one simple question, that wasn’t simple for me anymore.  

When I had the answer finally, I went to bed, and decided to tell you my story. 

Now it’s almost midnight, another day is gone, and another one is about to start. 

I have been through a lot already, but I am very sure there will be a lot more, that will make me sad or angry or desperate. 

But I am no longer scared, because I know whatever will come I will be able to deal with it, even alone. 

I will stay true to myself and I refuse to ever change certain things about me or be like someone wants me to be. 

I am me, and it’s okay. 

If someone doesn’t like me the way I am, that is their problem not mine. 

I actually look forward to every new day, to every new experience, because in the end that is why we are alive. 

Don’t get me wrong, I do hope that I fall in love again and that the new guy wont treat me like he did, but I refuse to see it 

as my purpose in my life to be loved. 

I want it, and I think there is a chance that I will have it, but I am fine anyway. 

My name is Sunny, my life is not, but I enjoy every minute of it. 

 

Oh I almost forgot one important thing, because you probably want to know what I would answer if you would ask me 

where I see myself in 5 years? 

Here is my answer: “I have no idea, but I look forward to find it out.” 
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“So tell me about Peter Richards. According to the reports, you kept contact with him over the past thirty years. When was 

the last time you actually saw him?”  

“Did you want to rephrase the question?” Agnes Dowd was a reporter for the Village Voice for over forty years. She was a 

native of Cobble Hill in Brooklyn and attended grade school with Richards. It was what interested her in the case, as well 

as the fact that she had previously interviewed Blaine Hyland. The Mayor’s ex-lover had been involved in a major 

discrimination lawsuit a few years ago and the story catapulted Agnes into national prominence.    

     

“I’m sorry. Perhaps we’re getting off on the wrong foot here.”     

“Let’s just get this over with. I’ll help you try and get your story straight, and maybe you’ll have a different side of the story 

than what Blaine is giving everyone. I’ll be the one who pays for it; I have to go back to the Cave after this.”  

   

I’d like to get back to that, but first I want to find out when you last made contact with Richards. 

“We kept contact over the phone over the years. In my situation, your cell phone is your lifeline. He was one of the few 

people left who kept touch after they moved away.”  

Anna Montero was an attractive invalid who had been blinded and crippled for nearly thirty-five years. She and Richards 

had survived a bus accident during which he had pulled her to safety. He had moved to Kentucky a couple of years 

afterward, but the childhood friends had reportedly maintained contact ever since.   

“The last time, Miss Montero; when was the last time?”   

“I guess it was around Labor Day. He was going through hard times and he said something about completing his mission, 

coming to the end of the race. He was like that, sometimes he had a new project going, and he was very upbeat. Other times 

he was dejected and I’d have to pump him up. It was the same thing on my end. I’d get depressed and he would lift me up.”

   

“Did he give you any indication he was coming to New York?”    

“I already went over this with the police dozens of times,” she grew impatient. They were in Bellevue Hospital in 

Manhattan where both she and Richards were being treated since the incident on Halloween. It was the first week of 

December, and Richards was being transferred to the Metropolitan Center of Mental Health. Anna would be released 

tomorrow. “He never said a word. He did talk about his sister, how she was going to hell for what she did and how the Day 

of Judgment was coming. He always talked like that whenever her name came up. I didn’t think he was going to actually do 

anything.” 

                                                                                          

“Do you think he’s insane? Or do you think that Blaine Hyland’s story about Richards faking his insanity is more 

accurate?”                                                 

“Well, he killed twelve people in that house. I don’t think that’s something a sane person would do. Do you?”  

                                                                      

“I didn’t know him as well as you do, that’s why I’m here.”                                                              

I think you’ve got your own agenda.”                                           
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“No, ma’am, I’m a reporter. Just the facts, as they say. Did you want to say something about the allegations of elderly abuse 

at the house?”                                                                          

“I’ve got to go back there, I’m not stupid.”                                             

“Four of the people he killed at the house were elderly residents. Lisa Hyland had rented the condominiums to them in 

exchange for complimentary care. She had home health care personnel coming in and out, six of them who were among the 

victims. The police and autopsy reports had found bruises and marks on the elderly victims’ bodies. The investigation 

revealed that it had to do with restraints placed on the patients with the knowledge of their families.”                                                                                            

“That’s interesting. Why would you be restraining four people over eighty years old? Maybe they were thinking about 

killing the nurses before Peter even got there.”                                                                                                            

“Are you saying you knew about abusive treatment at the house?”                                                                                   

“In case you haven’t noticed, I’m crippled and blind. I wasn’t in the habit of going up and down the steps in a three-story 

building visiting everyone.”                                                                                      

“So you lived in the back apartment on the first floor. The police indicated there was extensive remodeling going on when 

they searched the place. Now, there’s a lot of speculation about the first time they went by that night. They said they went 

to your apartment and you told them everything was fine. Blaine Hyland says that you had probably let Peter in and lied to 

the police, which is how he was able to carry out the murders.”                                                                                                                     

He hates his uncle, he’s always hated him. I don’t think he wants to admit that one of his friends let Peter in. Plus the story 

about how he got into Mrs. Vecchio’s apartment has gotten so screwed up, I think that’s where your cover-up starts.” 

                                                                                         

“Okay, so the initial reports indicated that there was crack cocaine found in Mrs. Vecchio’s house. The autopsy report on 

Lakeesha Washington indicated that she had been smoking crack, and she had a prior record of drug treatment. The 

prosecution theorized that Richards had bribed his way into the house by offering Lakeesha crack, and then murdered her 

before hiding in your apartment; the second victim, Porscha Jefferson, called Blaine, & Lisa before contacting the police.”

                                                        

She called them to get their okay before calling the cops. That’s how things are done over there. Nobody does anything 

without checking with Blaine or Lisa.”                                                                                                             

“Right. So you say there was a knock at your door, and when you opened the door no one was there. You left it open to 

make sure your kitten hadn’t escaped, and it was during that time that Richards may have snuck into your apartment.” 

                                                                             

“I had to make sure. I had three other kittens that got out and disappeared. That place is always locked up tight. How could 

three kittens just disappear? Plus each time it happened, I could hear the nurses making jokes about dead cats the next day. 

I just made sure that kitten was in her basket before I closed the door.”                                                                             

When did you first hear the nickname of The Vulture?                                                                              

“Oh, I don’t know,” Anna pursed her lips. She looked like a Munsters-type punk rocker with her dyed black hair showing 

gray at the temples, dressed in black with a worn studded bracelet and Anarchy necklace. “I guess it started when Lisa 

moved back from New Mexico with Blaine after her husband died. Peter knew she was going to try to screw him out of his 

inheritance. He said she was a vulture waiting for his parents to die. A few years ago, she was treated for breast cancer, 

when she had the double mastectomy. She lost her hair and, well, she always had a big nose. He started saying that she 

really looked like a vulture now.”                                                                                                               

“His apartment in Bowling Green looked like some kind of vulture cult,” Agnes pointed out. “He had words spray-painted 

on the walls. The living room said, ‘TO FIND THE TREASURE – FOLLOW THE VULTURE’. There were also 

pictures, statues, and figurines of vultures everywhere. Psychiatrists stated that he might have done it to drive himself into 

a state of paranoia, blaming the vultures for him living in squalor. It was just a matter of transferring the hatred to his 

sister.”                                                
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You know how that works. They make it come out any way they like. Peter had gone through some hard times and was 

living in a bad neighborhood, from what I heard. I think someone broke into his apartment after he told people he was 

leaving town for a few days. The crack heads probably stole his furniture and trashed the place.” “Okay, so after he left your 

apartment that night, he went to the second floor. That’s when he killed his sister and two of the other nurses. They said he 

had a key to get into the apartment, and you were one of the only people who had a key.”                                                 

                                                                                                 

“You know, that’s so stupid and ridiculous,” Anna grew angry again. “Why are you goanna give someone in my situation a 

key to an upstairs apartment?”                                                                                                     

“Miss Montero, I’m just going by what’s on record. Blaine said they left the key with you in case there was an emergency. 

They had given it to you years ago.”                                                                                                                      

“Well, did you see any of the pictures of my apartment?” she was indignant. “They started that remodeling fifteen years ago, 

back when Marcel was alive. Fifteen years. Lisa got their Dad to take out a loan to get the house remodeled before he died. 

She used the money to send Blaine to Yale. They gutted the back room and tore all the linoleum up. They scraped off all the 

paint, and then just left it like that. All my belongings are in boxes, they’ve been there all this time. I can’t even find my 

records, my CD’s, my electronic equipment, nothing. How in hell would I know where their stupid key was?  

                                                                                              

“Let’s go back to the incident. After he left your apartment, he went upstairs to the second floor and killed three victims. 

You said you never knew he was in your apartment, and you never heard anything, even though one of the murders occurred 

in the room directly above your bedroom.”                                                                      

“Here we go again. I told the cops that it got noisy upstairs. I think one of the nurses has a room above mine. They play a lot 

of rap music up there, and sometimes I can hear him having sex with his boyfriends. You can hear the bed bumping around 

and the two of them squealing, three sometimes. I just put on my headphones until I go to sleep, or else I’ll put in my 

earplugs. It’s gotten to be my routine. How the hell can anyone think I could’ve heard anything?                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                        

“So you say they gutted the back room and you had no ceiling. The police reported that even though Richards was a power 

lifter and a martial arts expert, the victims on the second floor were physically bigger than him and there were prolonged 

struggles. After he stabbed his sister and slit her throat, he stabbed Tanisha Jones over a dozen times in the front bedroom 

before killing Shaniqua Smith in the guest bedroom above yours. During that scuffle, you said there was no dust or debris 

that came down through the floorboards in that hundred-year-old building?”                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                        

“That happens all the time. I always sleep with the covers pulled over my head.”                                                                           

“You said there was a male living above you. How it was those two women were killed?”                                                          

“The place was like some kind of Plato’s Retreat,” Anna shrugged. “Sometimes Lisa would have her girlfriends in her room, 

and Blaine would invite all the guys upstairs. That seems to be what happened that night. The girls were probably all in bed 

together watching TV, or whatever they do---or did.”                                                                                  

“One of the elderly victims was in a small room off to the side of Lisa’s room. Each of the elderly people had their throats 

slit. The defense attorneys argued that these were done as mercy killings. What did you think about what?                                                  

                                                           

“We talked about that a couple of times over the years. We discussed people who were on life support, people with terminal 

illnesses, that kind of stuff. We pretty well agreed that if it was us, we’d rather be dead than to be trapped helpless in a bed 

for the rest of our lives.”                                                                                                                                                          

“So did you ever tell him what you thought was going on in the house, or what you thought was going on?”  
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“Well, most of the people on the block knew what was going on,” Anna explained. “All the residents were people who 

owned houses on the block. Lisa would find out who was getting sent to old age homes, and she would visit their families. 

She offered to let them rent from her so they could spend their last days on the street where they lived. Her mom Shelly was 

bedridden, so after Marcel died she had private nurses staying with Shelly when she and Blaine were working. After Shelly 

passed, Lisa rented out all the rooms to the old folks. They already had the nurses on call, so it worked out good for her.”  

                                                                                       

“Did you think the residents were being abused?”                                                                                                      

“I think they were in La-La Land most of the time. Sometimes the nurses would come down to visit me. They would try to 

borrow money or just come by to talk when they got bored. They’d make jokes about going back to the vegetable patch. 

Whenever they talked about taking care of someone, it was always about being time for their medication. I never heard 

anyone once talking about how anyone was doing, or what they’d talked about, or anyone coming to visit. It was like they 

had a houseful of plants, or pets or something.”                                                                                                          

All right, so Richards leaves the second floor apartment and goes upstairs. There are two elderly people living in a shared 

apartment with Blaine. This is where most of the people are killed in their sleep. The prosecution maintained that the five 

nurses had cots and sleeping bags there so they didn’t have to take the subway at night. The defense insisted the place was 

set up like a crack house where the tweakers crashed once the parties ended. Blaine was the only survivor, and he exited 

down the fire escape once he realized what was going on. Which version do you believe?                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                    

“Like I said, I stay there and I have to go back there. I’m not goanna trash talk anyone and have you put it in the 

newspaper so I have to live with it.”                                                                                                         

“So why did you stay there? If it was so bad, why didn’t you move, or report it to the social workers?”   

                                                                  

“You don’t understand. I knew the Richards since I was in grade school. Peter and I were friends since we were kids. We 

went to the same church; we used to go to all the Youth Group meetings and activities all the time. When I turned eighteen 

I rented my apartment from Marcel. That’s my home, I’ve lived there most of my life. Peter lived right next door in the room 

where Mrs. Vecchio lived.”                                                                     

When he lived there, you had a little group you called the Clique. There was you and Peter and about ten other friends. 

Mary Vasquez made a statement, saying that everyone would have Bible study, and then break out the liquor and drugs 

afterward. He had a black room with phosphorescent graffiti, and you’d trip out on heavy metal music. She made it sound 

like a cult.”                                                                                                                                     

“Things are what you make of them. She moved to New Jersey, it probably seemed like that to her over the years. We were 

very spiritual, and very much aware of future events and things that pointed to the end times. We knew that the days were 

short, and look what happened. Right after Y2K you had 9/11. Now you have the Muslims in a holy war against 

Christianity. People who read the Bible are looked at as fanatics and weirdoes. Men sleep with men, women sleep with 

women, people ban God from public places, and they’re just exercising their Constitutional rights.”                                                                                                                                       

“So do you think that might have been part of it? Do you think he might have felt he was doing God’s will in killing all 

those people? They found lots of Bible verses written in markers all over his apartment in bowling green. It was all in his 

handwriting.”                                                                                                

“Well, see, there you go. Peter wasn’t like everyone else, he was very artistic. He would get an idea, and the next day there 

was a new painting on the wall in the Black Room. Maybe that just stayed with him throughout his life. Maybe a 

particular verse had special meaning to him, and he’d write it on the wall. Have you ever known people who write numbers 

on the kitchen wall near the phone? Do you think that’s compulsive?”                                                                                   

“You defend him a lot. Do you think he’s innocent by way of insanity? You don’t think he planned killing the Hylands 

when he left Kentucky before Halloween?”                                                                                                         
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“I think he had a vision,” Anna took off her sunglasses, her eyes staring intently. “I think he knew that things weren’t right 

at that house, and maybe he felt as if things had to be made right. Maybe he just planned to drive up, get in touch with me 

and some of our old friends. He’s always had visions, though. He’s always been able to see things that ordinary people 

couldn’t see. Or maybe he just had the guts to declare his visions. You see things that you don’t tell anybody about. We all 

see things that we don’t want to admit. Peter sees things, and he’s not afraid of anyone or anything. Peter has always 

spoken up; he’s always taken a stand against evil. He’s always been a light in the dark. He can see into your soul, Agnes 

Dowd. What would you think if I told you he knew you were here right now?”      

                                                                                                                

“How would you know that?” Agnes started feeling very uncomfortable as Anna began staring right at her as if she were 

part of the wall.                                                                           

“I know him, I know all about him. He’s part of me, and I’m part of him. We are all as one. We’re not the only ones. There 

were twelve of us, and even though Mary has betrayed us, another of us can step up once Peter’s gone. But he’s not really 

gone, is he? You can put him in that hospital, but he’ll get out. Maybe Lisa is gone, but Blaine is still there. Peter will 

continue to follow the vultures. You can always find death when you follow the scavengers, those who live off dead men’s 

bones.”                                                    

“Ms. Montero, Dr. Martinez is here for your session,” an intern came into the room. “Ms. Dowd, I’m afraid you’ll have to 

wrap it up.”                                                 

“Certainly,” Agnes stood and collected her items, reaching over and taking Anna’s hand. “It’s been a pleasure meeting you. 

The best of luck to you!                                                                                                      

“My pleasure, Uh, don’t forget your pen.”                                                        

“Thanks.”                                                 

Agnes followed the intern out the door. It was only after it closed behind her did she hears Anna’s laughter, and a chill ran 

down her spine. It was a laugh that she would remember in her nightmares for a long, long time.  
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Sally Valens looked at her husband Leo is lying fragile in the hospital bed. His skin a milky pale white and about thirty 

pounds lighter than he was just seven weeks prior. She doted on him like a loving wife would, fluffing his pillows, reading 

him the paper and making sure his nurse was at his disposal whenever he needed. It had been his third heart attack in only 

seven weeks time, but his heart continued to tick. She had planned so carefully to buy every ingredient and mix the precise 

amounts.  

She had been by his side for almost fifteen years. Born into money he had invested wisely and they had a beautiful home on 

the beachfront, but he wasn’t a good man. He had acquired many lady friends. This disgraced Sally to no end. She was an 

attractive woman in her mid forties who still had curves in the right places and few signs, except for her delicate slits beside 

her eyes, to show her age however he continued to seek solace in other women. That infuriated Sally and she had disposed of 

every woman in a nonchalant act never being traced back to her. After the last one she realized it wasn’t the women but 

Leo. He couldn’t be satisfied with only one woman.  

This last heart attack, she had doubled the recipe and placed it in his iced tea. Since she never drank tea it wouldn’t look 

odd. As planned, she brought him a glass and as he started to drink, she announced she was going out for a couple hours and 

would bring dinner home. He hadn’t even turned his head from the computer. When arriving home, she set the table, lit a 

candle, and opened a bottle of wine, Vinter’s Red, her favorite. She then proceeded to her husband’s office. He was in fact 

lying on the floor motionless. Ten years prior she probably would have gasped and cried hysterically, but that was before; 

before she knew about his dirty little escapades. Like a good wife she called an ambulance, thinking for sure that he was 

dead, had been dead for a while, although she never checked his pulse on account that she didn’t want her hands soiled by a 

death. When the paramedics arrived and checked his pulse, they found a slight beat. They placed the paddles on his chest as 

they should shock him back to the land of the living. Sally’s only thoughts were If only she had waited another couple hours 

he would have been gone for sure. Regret filled her mind, although she never let it show. She was a respected pillar of the 

community, aside from her husband’s shame, and she would not falter.  

This next attempt on his life she had to get right, but no more heart attacks, she needed something more subtle. A barrage of 

possibilities whizzed through her head. She could wax the steps, making the one step extra slippery or maybe she could rig 

the brakes in his car so it would go skidding off the mountainous beach road and plummeting to the jagged rocks below.  

With visiting hours now up Sally left to go home. It was a stormy night and the road was slick. She knew every curve of the 

road and wasn’t worried about a little rain. Her thoughts were focused on her husband and his car having a face to face 

with the rocky beach below. She envisioned his face, mouth gaping as he lost control and his eyes round with fear. The 

money, the house it was all hers, she had earned it! Earned it! She had put up with his cheating soul too long! The fog had 

set in and she could barely see the outline of their home looming in the distance. As she made the last bend her steering wheel 

froze and the car continued over the ledge, flying into one of the broken rocks below their house puncturing the windshield 

and piercing Sally through her chest.               

The next morning nurse Mandy checked on Leo as usual. When she saw Sally wasn’t there a smile crept across her lips and 

she knew Sally wouldn’t be coming anymore.  

Website: www.elleklass.weebly.com 

Blog: https://thetroubledoyster.blogspot.com 
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Review of 3 Books of a book series “Baby Girl”, written by Elle Klass, reviewed by Jane Peskara/Audrey 

Valentine 

 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Elle was born in Redwood City California, in the late 20th century. Since then she has lived in various states including Virginia 
and Florida. She graduated from the University of North Florida with a degree in education and has spent over a decade 
teaching junior high. Writing has been her passion. Book “As Snow Falls” is her first publication. 
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Reviews 
 

 Baby Girl Book 1: 
 
I enjoyed the read. 
Even though I wasn‘t sure about it in the beginning as it is a short story, well part of a series as well. 
But gave it a try and didn’t regret it. 
 
It is basically about a young girl that lives on the streets after her mother vanished. 
She meets other young people on the streets and they rub houses to sell it and have money for food and such. 
Especially a boy named Einstein is important, they become a couple and fall in love, I would say a very naïve love, and because 
both seem to think their past won’t come up ever again. 
But they are wrong. 
On day when they are just about to leave the Motel, where they now live, a tragic “accident” happens and Einstein gets 
killed… 
The girl, named Cleo can’t take this pain and leaves the States to head to Paris… 
 

 Baby Girl Book 2 - Moonlighting in Paris: 
 
Never thought short stories can be so captivating and I surely never thought that I would really love reading a book series with 
books that have not more than 50 pages. 
 
Cleo is now in Paris. 
She meets a very nice, handsome, and rich man, named Didier. 
He gives her everything she needs and more… 
They fall in love, Cleo now named Justine Holmes becomes very popular, even has some Fotoshootings. 
 
But still Einstein is in her mind and also her blurry past. 
She wants to know more. 
 
She knows that Einstein’s death wasn’t an accident, the driver wanted to kill her. 
She finds out that her “mother” wasn’t her mother but her kidnapper and that the driver called Slug wants her dead since she 
was a baby. 
She is frightened but also curious. 
Sam, her bodyguard teaches her self-defense and how to shoot with a gun, all for her safety because Sam and Didier know she 
is being threatened, that don’t know anything about her past or where she comes from though. 
 
The day Justine and Didier should get married, she decides to leave, to go back to the States and find out who wants her dead 
and why.  
She wants to know where she comes from. 
 
She leaves without telling anyone why or to where… 
 

 Baby Girl Book 3 – City by the Bay: 
 
Back in the States, the girl, who is now a young woman and named Shanna Nu starts more investigations, she finds out more 
about the death of her kidnapper aka mum… 
She even visits their mother to tell her, her daughter is dead and also to learn more about the woman, she so long thought 
was her mother. The most important thing she learns is that Slug was her boyfriend… 
 
She gets a job at a P.I, owned by the Officer that was working on the case of her dead kidnapper mum. 
She wants more information’s. 
She needs them because she refuses to run away any longer. 
 
She finds an apartment and new friends, preparing her for the moment when she will finally find out why her own family 
wanted her dead… Stay continued…  
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Review of “Little Dead Ridinghood”, written by Amie and Bethanie Borst 

Reviewed by Author Chantal Bellehumeur                                                                                                                                                                   
 

                                                                                                                                                                          
ABOUT THE AUTHORS:                                                   
A mother-daughter team from US, writing humorous middle-grade fairy tales with a twist! Cinderskella & Little Dead Riding 
Hood is our first books. Bethanie Borst is a spunky 12 year old middle-schooler who plays viola in her school orchestra, fights 
with her sisters, and eats too many Whatchamacallits (yes, that's really a candy bar). In her spare time she loves archery, long 
bike rides, and studying edible plant-life. She can occassionally be caught swinging on a star. CINDERSKELLA is her first book. 
Amie is too old to put it in print, but she still believes in Unicorns, uses glitter whenever the opportunity arises and accessories 
in pink. A native New Yorker, now residing in Northern Virginia, she originally aspired to be on Broadway, but her teen years 
were filled with too many angsty poems and short stories to let them fall to the wayside. She enjoys eating chocolate while 
writing and keeps a well-stocked stash hidden away from her family. When not writing middle-grade books with her daughter, 
she is busy crafting her own worlds in young adult stories. 
 

Review 

Little Dead Ridinghood deserves a 5 star rating!  Here is my review.  The 
book comes out on October 16th so note that down.    
I had the pleasure of reading Cinderskella by Amie and Bethanie Borst last 
year, and enjoyed Little Dead Riding Hood just as much. A scene from this 
story gave me the feeling a third book in the Scarily Ever Laughter series is 
in the making and am already looking forward to it. 
This awesome morbid twist on the Little Red Riding Hood story we grew 
up with was as fun and funny as I expected it to be. It started off with a 
young looking vampire named Scarlet starting the 6th grade (AGAIN!) in a 
new city and making friends with a girl named Cindy, the main character 
from Cinderskella. Other characters from the spooky story inspired by the 
popular Cinderella tale were featured in this book as well and it was 
interesting to see the unusual bunch of friends interact with each other…  
If you’ve read Cinderskella, you already know what Cindy turns into at 
night, and what the character named Ethan becomes. I don’t want to spoil 
the fun for those who have not had a chance to read it yet. What are you 
waiting for though? Read Cinderskalla A.S.A.P and then jump right into 
Little Dead Riding Hood! It won’t be predictable, I promise. Scarlet’s visits 
to granny’s house takes an unexpected turn and you won’t want to put 
the book down. 
 
The book is over 300 pages, but is an easy read for pre-teens and just as 
enjoyable for adults. The artwork within the pages of the book is pretty 
cool too. 74 



 
 

Review of “The Thoughts of an Unknown Indian”, a book written by Keshab Mandal 

Reviewed by Jane Peskara/Audrey Valentine 

 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Dr. Keshab Chandra Mandal has been teaching Political Science at Ghatal Y.S.S. Vidyapith (H.S.) since 2001. He has published seven 
books, three monographs, and about four dozens of articles in various national and international journals, magazines and 
newspapers. His areas of research are Gender Studies, Local Government, and Development Studies. 

 

Review 

 
I really have to say that I feel honored to write a review about this book. 
Especially now when things in the world go so wrong and violence and crime are a daily thing. 
This book is very inspiring and interesting and as they title says it shows the Thoughts of Keshab Mandal. 
With every chapter he makes us ask ourselves what’s important in the world, not only for us but for the whole population. 
Why is there so much crime and violence? Why do people think money means happiness?  
Another very important topic of this book is the Violence against 
woman. 
We all know that it is a very current problem everywhere and 
especially in India, we all heard from the acid attacks and gang 
rapes. 
Keshab Mandal shows what is wrong with the world’s view of 
woman, and what we can do to change that.  
Education is one of the most important keys to unlock Women’s 
Equality. 
I would really recommend this book to all because it is so important, 
we need to wake up and change otherwise the human beings will 
destroy themselves.  
I am glad I was able to read this book, especially now when I started 
my own page Facebook about Humanity. 
Sadly there is way to less Humanity in the world. 
I won’t stop fighting for Justice, Humanity and Peace for all! 
I hope this book will touch people and wake them up. 
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Review of “Not Alone", a book written by Chantal Bellehumeur                                                                   

Reviewed by Urvee Tondwalkar 

                                                                                                                                                                       
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Chantal Bellehumeur is the author of 9 books of various genres, available to purchase on Amazon.  One of them includes the 
12 short stories originally published in The Suburban Online Magazine.  Some of her works were also featured in two 
anthologies and her memoir of motherhood was included in a compilation boo 
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Review 
 
It’s of 104 pages. It’s written in English. The language used is attractive and you’ll simply understand it. The rating by Amazon 

for ‘Not Alone’ is 4 which are great. You can watch the price about the books @ http://www.amazon.com/-/e/B008YX5YGK 

The main character involved here is ‘Harmony’ it’s her story from childhood when her mother passed away, how did she 

handle everything after that. How she faces every problem with positive hope. And soon how she heals all her pains and 

enjoys her life. It definitely gives you an embellishing message that “Good days come to those who wait.” Here in this story 

Harmony was broken at some point & then she tries to face it and slowly & gradually her life improves. She waited and now 

she’s happy. All I want to say that it gives you a great message to “Feel confident & believe that you can do it!" It made me go 

into my flash back and made me remember all the sweet memories during my childhood. Don't forget to give it a go! It's really 

amazing & a stress less book. You'll surely like it.  

You can watch her website @ http://author-chantal-bellehumeur.webnode.com 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR                                                                                                                 .                                                                                                   

 

Angela Parker is a novelist from south Texas. Her love for reading and writing sparked at a 

young age, and has grown into an inferno over the past couple of decades. She writes over 
several genres including supernatural fiction, erotica, and contemporary fiction. You can find 

more information about her at her  
website: http://angelaparkerfables.wix.com/author  
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The earliest memory that I am able to 
recollect, is the one of the first and 

only time that I have seen Isodora. 
She seemed ancient but I was small. 

Food was short and I was still on 
breast milk, but I remember the tiny 
bundle that she left with us. I was 

well past my first year.  
It was a stormy night, late when a 
cloaked figure brought Collyn to my 

momma. I still recall the part of the 
conversation I heard as I walked into 

the room. 
"You are the best option we have 
Emilia, you are his greatest chance at 

survival and he needs to survive." 
"You have brought my enemies to my 

doorstep." 
"They have abandoned him." 
"Why?" 

"We are not certain." 
Emilia pulled the blankets back on 

the babe and sucked in a hard breath. 
"What have you all done, Isadora?" 
The old woman put her hand to 

Emilia's cheek. 
"We have all considered carefully our 
actions Emilia." 

"Of course. How long?" 
"We will seek other arrangements before the children bond. He will be with you until he no 

longer has to nurse." 
"What if he phases?" 
"We have ensured that he will not for some time.  

Emilia bowed her head and took the babe into her arms as Isadora turned from her door and 
disappeared into the darkness. 

 
Collyn was with us for almost a year. He grew fast. I remember my confusion as I watched him 
grow as tall as me, and then pass me. I asked my momma about it, but she refused to tell me 

the reason, telling me only that he was a little different from me. We played together every 
chance we got, but my momma kept us busy with our lessons. Before the year was up, he left 
me for the first time. 
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Daemonillisys unfolded the stack of 

bills that he was holding and ran his thumb over the edges." I suppose your children do not 
need food either, or your vehicle does not need a new alternator. Perhaps your wife does not 

need to have her wisdom teeth pulled, as I understand they have been giving her no problem at 
all." 

 

"Look man, I don't want any trouble from whatever organization you come from. I don't know 
anything about any documentation." The man shot back. Irritation was scrawled plainly across 

his face. 
 
 

 

Prologue  
Daemonillisys stepped from the 

boat onto the sandy beach of 
the gulf. There was no moon. 
The inky blackness of the night 

enveloped him within its 
depths. He kept to the shadows 

as he made his way to the place 
the others had mentioned. It 
was not far, and as he drew 

closer he could see a group 
standing around an old car with 
broken windows. It had 

belonged to the father of the 
man he sought; he could feel 

the love of a son for his father 
as he made his way closer to the 
group. He would be easy to 

distinguish from the rest. 
The group of men slowly 
dispersed as he walked toward 

them. He knew that they still 
watched from the shadows, but 

they were not there to cause 
trouble, they were just watching 
out for their friend.  

"I understand you are the best 
at creating documentation for 

one in need of such service" 
" Yo no hablo Inglés, güey. " 
"Yes you do." Daemon stated. 

" Yo no hablo Inglés. " The man 
shrugged. 
 

 

Excerpt from  

“The Vain Die Empty” 
 by Angela Parker 
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"Just like everyone else you work for, I am a man in need of the paperwork that will make my 

life easier here." Daemon countered. 
 
He sighed. "Alright, I know someone that can help you out. You put that money in an envelope 

along with anything specific you want on the documents and which documents you need and 
you drop it into locker number six at the local gym. You pull the key out of that locker and you 
drop it into the pool there. My friend will take care of it and you come back and see me in three 

days right here. Don't wear a wire, don't bring a friend, and don't act suspicious." 
"I could do all of that, or you could just take the money, walk into your shop here, spend an 

hour or so getting what I need, earn a bonus for providing fast service, and in the future when I 
run into someone needing such a service I can refer them exclusively to you." 
 

"Why did you come here güey; how do you know so much?" 
 

"I heard that you were the best and if you care to trade me your soul I will tell you more." 
"Nah man, I don't need to know. Besides I am saving my soul for God. 
"That is fair." 

"What is your name güey?" 
"Daemonillisys on the papers, but you may call me Daemon if you wish." 

The man cocked his head and looked Daemon over. He did not look as if he were joking about 
anything he said.  
"Damn usually everyone wants to blend in, not you güey. 

Daemon smiled. "It is the name given to me by my mother, and she was very dear to me." 
"I get it man; did she get tired of using the whole thing every time you got into something?" 

"No, actually she used my entire name every time. The nickname was given to me by a French 
girl a number of years ago." 
  "Are the French girls as pretty as they say?" 

"This one was." 
The man shook his head. "What is your last name and birth date güey?" 

"Whatever you choose" 
"You got it. You need a full set of documents?" 
"I do." 

 
"Alright come in, have a seat, and get comfortable, it will take me a couple of hours to get it all 

done." 
 

©Angela Parker 2015 
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I have lived in the land of enchantment all of my life and can’t imagine living anywhere else.  
We have it all here in New Mexico: landscape, culture, history, and living characters. 

I had an inclination toward writing from an early age but when I met and followed “The Tom 

Bird Method” I finally wrote the novel that had been playing itself out in my head for about a 
year.  After a great deal of pain, sweat, and tears, I found that no matter what I did; I had 

to admit that I was a writer.  
There is nothing like taking myself to another world and getting lost in it.  I love the idea of 

creative control over what my characters do but, in all honesty, I am merely the conduit for 
their inclinations. I can try to manipulate their behavior but, more often than not, I’ll draw a 

blank and the page remains white; however, when I simply let the characters have their way 
they run off the page, leaving a story behind. 

Here in the real world, my husband and I are the privileged servants of a Great Dane/Mastiff 
and a cat who views us lounge furniture. Welcome to my world… Pull up a chair and I’ll pour 

the tea.  
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As I pushed him out the bedroom door, 

he stopped and grabbed the hammer that 

was on top of the dresser. “What’s this 

for?”  

I snatched the hammer from him and put 

it back on the dresser. “Protection from 

assholes at 4:00 am.” Then I booted him 

out the door, he turned around as I 

slammed the door in his face. I collected 

my scattered thoughts and jumped in my 

clothes. What the hell I am doing? God, 

how did he do that? I was sleeping, now I 

am dressing for who knows what? Did a 

quick breath check and ran for the 

bathroom for a teeth cleaning. Five 

minutes later, I walked out to the living 

room where Gabriel was looking at this 

watch. 

 “Bout time.” 

 “Shut up.” 

 “Here, put this on. 

I questioned his soberness when I 

inspected the helmet, “Why am I getting a 

helmet with masking tape on it? I won’t 

be able to see.” 

  

 

He looked at me like I was two years old, “That’s the point. I’ve got a surprise for you.” 

That brought a five-year-old giggle and smile to my face. “A surprise?”  

“Yeah, now get your jacket on and hurry up. We’re leaving.” 

We rushed out the door and this time I double-checked the locks. I got on his motorcycle, put 

on my heavy-duty blindfold, and was encased in the dark. The vibration of his motorcycle 

rumbled through my body as we left. Movement without my eyesight left me befuddled as I 

floated above the ground. This is definitely where trust and faith comes in and I hugged him 

harder. Since I had no idea where I was going, I had no idea how long it took to get there till we 

came to a dead stop. I was about to take off my helmet when a warm hand held mine.  
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“Wait. Keep your eyes closed.” As ordered, I kept my eyes closed as he gently took off my helmet. 

Oh, god, I hope I don’t have helmet hair. Still dizzy from my early morning flight, a wave of early 

morning chilled air hit my face. The roaring sounds of fire surrounded me.  

“Where are we?”  

“You’ll see in just minute.” I forced myself to keep my eyes closed. My face was so cold and then 

soft, warm lips were on mine that turned to a deep kiss. The sweet taste of his lips lingered as 

he spoke. “Okay, open your eyes.” 

Impatient, my eyes sprang open. I tried to catch my breath as colossal, multicolored hot air 

balloons slowly rose from the ground like dead spirits coming to life. Giants before me wobbled 

back and forth, bouncing off each other. All around in different rhythms of fire rushed to propel 

the sleeping giants into the sky. Awestruck, I was stilled into silence at the sight of hot air 

balloons illuminating the dark morning sky, casting shadows all around. Gabriel just grinned at 

me. 

“This must be what is like to watch a child open a Christmas present,” he said. “Your eyes are 

so big.”  

“I’m trying to take it all in.” I tried to see everything and watch each individual balloon, but 

there were too many of them bouncing in the sky. Some balloons were still on the ground 

waiting for the breath of life. They would fill with cold air and heat with each succession of 

propulsion. They would flatten and arise like a primordial heartbeat. My soul rose with every 

balloon and my breath released when the tethers broke away. 

The flames that rushed to invigorate the heart of the balloon heated the outside and kissed my 

skin. His presence and his gift of love warmed me like a pool of molten metal from the inside. 

Then, I heard a cracking sound like ice underneath the sun and realized it was my heart 

beginning to thaw. A beautiful silent thought crept in. He was becoming home to me, and I 

shivered in his arms. 

The sky was a kaleidoscope of balloons, colors of the rainbow with different sizes and shapes 

were everywhere. Each giant rising slowly until they became nothing but colored balls that 

could fit in my hand. More balloons replaced the ones that had ascended and it started the 

heartbeat process again. Floating candles lit the sky like fireflies. Mother Sandia was letting her 

kids play while she slept and I tried to memorize the colored light bulbs against an azure sky. 

Twinkled stars receded into the sky and blinked before they said goodnight. 

A giant polar bear in a sitting position like a small child surged above the others and slowly 

faded away. Gabriel gazed at me and then suddenly his warm hands were underneath my chin, 

lifting my lips to meet his. He backed away and left me shivering as the rays of the sun 

cascaded down on us. I put my arms inside his jacket and the warmth of his body replaced the 

chill. The flood of chemicals in my brain crashed the tide of cells and each nerve tingled with 

waves of sensations. He let go and the chill came back over me as we both watched the mass 

ascension. 
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The show was over, the balloons had risen, and the landscape was a dull brown with floating 

toys above us. The surprise was gone, the package opened, but it was a beautiful sight forever 

burned into memory. We walked back to his motorcycle and I picked up the helmet with duct 

tape crisscrossed against the visor. 

 “You’ll have to take it off if you want to see.” He got on his motorcycle and revved it up. Guess 

the romantic moment just ended. With all this newfound trust and faith, I decided to put my life 

in his hands and hooked the helmet on the back of his Harley. Then I heard the best words 

ever. “Let’s ride.” 

We thundered out of the parking lot and on to the highway headed north. The New Mexico 

landscape rushed around us in waves of sand-colored houses and blue green sage. I was a child 

again, letting the neighborhood boy push the merry-go-round as I lay on the surface and 

watched the clouds spin into circles. Purplish-blue mountains passed by and all the trees were 

an artist’s palette of color. The world zoomed past in a flash as I was holding on for dear life.  

“You need to let go. I can’t breathe.”  

“Oh, is breathing important?” My hands released each finger one by one, as I tried to convince 

my brain that this was the right thing to do. His chest heaved up and down as he laughed.  

We glided past Santa Fe and made our way to Taos. We glided along a U-shaped turn in the 

highway and then parked at a rest stop, looking down into a massive panoramic view. Below us, 

the Rio Grande snaked its way into a sleepy little town protected by massive blue gray 

mountains. Above it all were pregnant clouds heavy in labor. We continued on till drops of rain 

pelted our bodies. Forced into hiding, we pulled into a gas station and awaited our baptismal 

turn.  

Sheets of rain poured from the merciless sky, and I shivered from the cold even though I was 

holding on to a flame. “Cold,” he whispered. 

“Not anymore,” and hugged him more. The rain finally stopped and the sun peeked above the 

mountain. Taos Mountain had a rough craggy texture with rocks jutting out between dark angry 

clouds. But around the peak was a halo illuminated by the sun and I thought this was what 

God’s face must look like. We left our gas station shelter and the sound of his exhaust 

reverberated through the twists and turns of Taos canyon. We finally came to a small cabin and 

the noisy beast ceased its chatter. 

Moving my body and awakening stiff muscles, I scanned the horizon and breathed in the cool, 

crisp air. The landscape was picturesque of distant mountain scenes, tall green grass, and 

towering yellow aspens, quaking in the breeze. 
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Introduction of the Book 

I have written Political Craps to stir the American conscience at the ballot box.  As a former 

political insider and life-long enthusiast dedicated to electing candidates of character and 

integrity, I have never accepted the adage that my vote doesn’t count. 

Now I must declare from the start that Political Craps might well be considered an act of futility.  

People who don’t vote, for whatever reason—frustration, ignorance, or simple apathetic fatigue—

probably won’t read ANY book on politics.  However, regardless of their lack of motivation, I 

firmly believe and have faith in every American’s yearning for a prosperous, educationally 

talented driven, fair minded, equal opportunity, and relatively corrupt free nation of the people, 

by the people, and for the people.  In that core principle alone I have faith that my book will 

transcend traditional contemporary sentiments. 

I have sincerely sought to write this deeply researched work attempting at every opportunity to 

relay complicated information to the everyday person on the street.  My fervent goal is to speak 

to the heart and soul of EVERY American.  Though the reality of today’s political environment 

seeks to complicate and confuse voters with technical legal jargon or obfuscate (look it up!) the 

truth with distractions that don’t mean a damn thing to the hardworking man and woman on 

the street, Americans want fair paying jobs, crime free communities, schools that actually teach 

and prepare their kids for life, and politicians that speak to them not at them or above them.   
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Hopefully Political Craps addresses some of the public’s concerns that our elected 

representatives are “full of it” and don’t really give a damn about them but are more concerned 

about staying in power.  In the same patriotic fervor of our Founding Fathers, I hope to inspire 

my fellow citizens with the common sense arguments and “linkage” of facts that lead to results.   

Furthermore, I pray that those “politically minded” souls like me that take the time to read this 

book will spread the word to their less inclined friends.  Share the message that, regardless of 

your political leanings or inclinations (again, look it up!), my message is clear and has relevance 

in their lives. 

This book is written proof that today’s information highway provides every citizen an 

unparalleled access to relevant data for making informed political decisions.  Every resource—

over 200 reports, articles, books, and sources of analysis were completely retrieved from the 

internet. Therefore, no freedom loving dedicated American citizen can legitimately argue 

ignorance as a reasonable excuse for failure to make an informed decision when voting.  

As the United States faces the struggles of the Twenty-first Century, the American electorate 

must come to terms with a single preeminent question.  Do we deserve better than the present 

class of short-sighted, politically dysfunctional, dogmatically partisan career politicians 

“serving” the American people today?  I challenge the reader to keep that thought in focus as 

you read Political Craps for it is the primary tenet of this book.  

Considering the historically unprecedented public disapproval of today’s congressional 

membership and its lack of legislative progress, America has reached another transcendental 

turning point.  The time has come when voters must shout with a united voice “enough is 

enough,” and send a resounding signal that we demand reform. 

Regardless of the electoral results following the 2014 midterm elections and the 2016 

presidential election, the American voter must take personal responsibility for the outcome.  

Amid the outcry for leadership, economic prosperity, and international respect, we the voters 

are ultimately responsible for the quality of leaders elected to serve.  We have no one to blame 

but ourselves if the nation’s elected representatives fail to live up to our expectations. 

Likewise, if you as a citizen are fed up and don’t see a candidate that measures up—get off your 

butt and run for office!  People think they don’t have the time or money.  Those are excuses of 

the weak minded, morally bankrupt, and lazily opportunistic souls who only want something for 

free handed to them.  FREEDOM ISN’T FREE—YOU HAVE TO WORK FOR IT!  America has 

come to a point in its history, again, when we need more CITIZEN POLITICIANS than CAREER 

POLITICIANS! Serve your time, do your best, and go home so that a new class for a new 

generation can rise to do their part. 

Therefore, if you are thoroughly dissatisfied or remotely disgusted by the present class of 

leaders in Congress, CHANGE THE STATUS QUO!  The time to get informed and get involved is 

now.  Just Get It…Politics Affects You! 
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Essay: “True Colors” – Thank God I Found Mine! Will You Find Yours? 

For years several friends had recommended I watch the acclaimed movie “True Colors” starring 

James Spader and John Cusack because they noted “it was right up my alley.”  I must admit 

that until recently I’d only seen portions of the movie and realized that yes indeed it was right 

up my alley because its plot revolved around politics.  After watching the full movie it occurred 

to me that now more than ever the movie’s theme, characters, setting and moral implications 

were all extremely relevant.  In many ways, looking back over my experiences in politics during 

the 1980s and 1990s as well as my perspectives now on the present political climate, it was 

ideal for me to finally have watched “True Colors” in its entirety.   

Though the core foundations of my “insider” political experience come from the same time frame 

as the movie (80s & 90s), I have remained informed and involved from the sidelines.  Sadly, the 

seedier side of politics that is highlighted in “True Colors” has only become more entrenched 

and accepted.  Without a doubt that is why I wrote Political Craps and have a renewed sense of 

patriotic fervor to inspire others with the theme of GET INFORMED GET INVOLVED (#GIGI).  

Ironically, shortly after finally watching the whole movie a former classmate of mine posted a 

similarly themed article entitled “Taming the Mammoth: Why You Should Stop Caring What 

Other People Think - Wait But Why?” As another close friend is so fond of remarking 

“synchronicity isn’t ironic…its fate!”   

Before September 28, 1992, I was seriously in danger of becoming the type of shrewd 

manipulative character portrayed by John Cusack in the movie while all the while believing and 

espousing the ideals of James Spader’s character.  As I wrote in my first book, Adversity Builds 

Character, life has a funny way of teaching us a lesson even when we fight it all the way.  Thank 

God the life altering adversities surrounding September 28, 1992, occurred to set me back on 

the road to finding my “true colors!”  Today I’m a better human being because of it. 

Having dipped my toe inside the “Beltway” sludge, trudged my way through the rank and file of 

partisan campaign electioneering, and focused my academic studies on international relations, 

my professional experiences partnered with my life experiences have given me a unique 

perspective from which to draw and offer insight.  In that light I’m busting my tail to try and 

light a national brush fire of citizen enlightenment and participation that will potentially rock 

America’s political elites to their core.  It is my profound belief that this country and indeed the 

world are at quintessential crossroads that will indelibly set the course for decades to come.  

In recent weeks there has been a resounding observation voiced throughout mass and social 

media—“the world’s on fire!”  This begs the question…”Where were you when the fire was ‘a 

blazing?” Were you apathetically sticking your head in the sand pretending nothing was 

happening?  Were you sadistically laughing waiting for the whole damn thing to burn itself 

down?  Or were you standing up for what you believed in and helping pass the water to drown 

the inferno?  That’s What Political Craps Is All About! 
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Several quotes by Dr. Marin Luther King are as intrinsically poignant today as they were fifty 

years ago. 

We will have to repent in this generation not merely for the vitriolic words and actions of 

the bad people, but for the appalling silence of the good people. 

The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and 

convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy. 

Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable... Every step toward the goal of 

justice requires sacrifice, suffering, and struggle; the tireless exertions and passionate 

concern of dedicated individuals. 

Nothing in the world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and conscientious 

stupidity. 

An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of his 

individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity. 

The hottest place in Hell is reserved for those who remain neutral in times of great moral 

conflict. 

Rarely do we find men who willingly engage in hard, solid thinking. There is an almost 

universal quest for easy answers and half-baked solutions. Nothing pains some people 

more than having to think. 

Have we not come to such an impasse in the modern world that we must love our enemies 

- or else? The chain reaction of evil - hate begetting hate, wars producing more wars - 

must be broken, or else we shall be plunged into the dark abyss of annihilation. 

The time is always right to do what is right. 

The November midterm elections are only forty-five days away.  Pundits, experts, politicians, 

and candidates are ALL counting on the People remaining sheep and sticking their heads in the 

sand!  To quote actor Michael Douglas in the popular film The American President, “This country 

has serious problems and we need serious people to solve them!”  It is the civic duty and 

responsibility of EVERY American voter to get off their butts and GET INFORMED GETS 

INVOLVED!  Hold candidates accountable and demand they answer the questions “What have 

you done for the American people today?” and “What’s more important… your jobs or ours?”   

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!  ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS, SO AMERICA STOP 

YELLING AND START ACTING! 
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The chart above really pisses me off as it should every American!  In America…the land of the 

free, the beacon of democracy to the world, we’re at the bottom of the list!  We shout and scream 

about how rotten our Congress is.  Like spoiled brats who have been granted all the privileges 

and blessings democracy can offer, we’re too damned lazy to do the bare minimum of work 

required for change and reform—getting informed, involved, and voting!  What hypocrisy!   

Some may ridicule my contentions as foaming at the mouth rants.  They may be right and 

frankly I don’t care.  The time for political correctness and genteel persuasion has long passed. 

  To be perfectly honest, decades of that approach have fermented a languishing air of apathy 

and acquiescence.  What do we have to show for it?  A “do nothing congress,” political gridlock, 

partisan rancor, a sluggish economy, a dwindling middle class, income disparity, a rapidly 

declining educational system, no reforms in immigration or campaign finance, ludicrous debates 

over the obvious signs of global warming, a floundering foreign policy, thousands of deaths from 

two foreign wars, decades of bureaucratic inefficiency in veteran’s health care, and the list goes 

tirelessly on!   

What has happened to the American will to be the best at whatever we set to achieve?  Years of 

easy fixes, band aid approaches and mediocre leadership at all levels of government from both 

sides of the aisle have convinced us that this is the best we can do.  Bull shit!  We should be 

sick and tired of the “crapsification” of America!   

Tolerance of career politicians, untouchable bureaucrats, a judicially immune lobbyist 

autocracy, legislative gridlock, partisan manipulated polls and statistics has infected the 

American citizenry with selective hearing and a chronic condition of mental amnesia.  We’ve 

forgotten who we are and have allowed ourselves to be classified into divisive sub-categories of 

second class citizens.   
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Enough of the nauseating classifications—African Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian 

Americans, homosexual/heterosexual Americans, red states/blue states, conservatives/liberals, 

Christians/Jews/Muslims, etc…FIRST AND FOREMOST WE’RE AMERICANS! 

Remember the words of Abraham Lincoln… 

A house divided against itself cannot stand. 

America will never be destroyed from the outside. If we falter and lose our freedoms, it 

will be because we destroyed ourselves. 

 

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED AMERICA—MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT—USE IT! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get Informed Get Involved…read Political Craps Today! 

http://amzn.to/1sX9pJ6 
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Excerpt #1 

 
On January 18, 2012, we all convened in the courthouse for the Motion for Parenting Time 
hearing. My dad and I arrived with my attorney, but Tyler loved an audience so he brought his 

dad, step-mom, and his new on-again off-again girlfriend, Heather. Tyler walked in with his 
posse in tow, cocky as hell. It took all of two minutes for the judge to knock him off his feet. 

 
The Judge addressed our respective attorneys. “Why are we here?” 
 

“Your honor,” Tyler’s attorney began, “my client has clearly been denied his parenti—” 
 

The Judge didn’t even let him finish. “How?” She turned to my attorney. “Don?” 
 
“Your honor, as you can see in the divorce decree, there was supposed to be a review when the 

minor child turned twelve-months-old. The Defendant has ignored that review.” 
 

“I—if I may, your honor,” Tyler’s attorney sputtered. 
 
“I see the review in the decree. It’s here in black and white,” she told Tyler’s attorney. “What is 

the problem? Why didn’t you understand the review? Your client signed the divorce decree.” 
 
Tyler’s attorney tried again. “But your honor—” 

 
The judge cut him off. “There is to be a review conducted by the Friend of the Court referee 

assigned to the parties. Until then, the Defendant will continue his parenting time schedule as 
agreed upon in the divorce decree. Dismissed.” 
 

And that was it. After eight police reports and numerous harassing text messages, phone calls, 
and e-mails, we won. As Don and Tyler’s attorney went to speak with the clerk to file the 

necessary paperwork, Don told us to wait for him outside the courtroom. 
 
As we exited the courtroom, the hallway was so packed with people that my dad and I were only 

able to find enough space to lean against the wall. We were talking about the court proceedings 
when we looked up at saw Tyler and his new girlfriend standing right across from us. 
 

“Why do you lie about everything?” Tyler screamed. 
 

Heather walked up to me and stood about an inch from my face. “As a mother myself, you 
should be happy that Tyler is the father of your child.” 
 

My jaw dropped. “I’m sorry but I don’t know you.” 
 
She smirked. “Well you’re going to get to know me, bitch.” 

 
Tyler made a big show of pulling her from me like I was going to punch her or something. By 

this time, everyone in the hallway was watching us. We were pure entertainment. 
 
Heather continued her rant. “Two times in the psych ward, Megan? What a great mother you 

are.” 
 

“Where is your mom, the real mother of our child?” Tyler screamed. “She’s the one who takes 
care of Madelyne.” 
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My dad and I tried to move away from Tyler and Heather but they followed us. 
 

“Awww…” Heather mocked. “Do you have to take a Xanax because of your anxiety?” 
 
“Go take your Xanax and sleeping pills, you drug addict,” Tyler shouted. 

 
Finally, Don emerged from the courtroom and pulled us into a quiet corridor. He explained that 
I needed to call our referee to set-up a meeting to discuss a visitation schedule. I told Don about 

the verbal assault by Tyler and Heather. Don said he would call Tyler’s attorney to let him know 
that Heather would not be allowed in my house. 

 
Upon leaving the courthouse, Heather screamed, “See you on Sunday, Megan.” 
 

I turned toward her and said calmly, “I don’t know you, but you are not welcome in my home.” 
 

That night, Tyler sent me multiple texts attacking my mothering skills, my supposed drug 
addictions, how he was going to fight for joint custody of Madelyne, how Heather would be 
accompanying him for his visitations, and a barrage of other insults: 

 
·    “Get a life already” 

 
·    “Don’t you have something better to do than wasting your parents’ money?” 
 

·    “Go take your pills and relax, oh yeah, then your parents would have to watch our daughter. 
Oh yeah, they already do.” 
 

·    “Go talk to your friends. Oh yeah, you don’t have any because of how crazy you are.” 
 

·    “Interesting to know you’ve been to the hospital a couple of times. You really need to get it 
together.” 
 

·    “Better go call your lawyer and make up some more stuff about me.” 
 
·    “Don’t be mad at your sorry life.” 

 
·    “I am sure living with Mom and Dad the rest of your life will be fun.” 

 
·    “When you get a job, then you can pay me child support. Fun.” 
 

I finally had to turn my phone off at midnight. 
 

Excerpt #2 
 
Tyler was out of control—I had to stop him from taking my daughter… 

 
Before I could even react, he snatched Madelyne out of my arms and put her in the back of 

his car. She started to hyperventilate. 

“What are you doing?” I screamed. 
Tyler ignored me as he tried to strap her in the car seat. 

“Tyler! She’s terrified! You can’t do this! Let’s take her to a park or something. She has to 
calm down before she can go with you!” Was he crazy? How could he do this to his own child? 

I squeezed in between him and the doorframe of the car door. “Tyler! Stop!” 
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“Don’t touch my car!” Tyler screeched as he tried to slam the door shut. I had my leg in 
between the door and the frame so he couldn’t close the door. I tried reaching Madelyne who 

was still wailing and howling.  
 
It was a horrific sound. All of a sudden, Tyler put me in a chokehold and dragged me from 

the car. I could see my dad out of the corner of my eye trying to get someone’s, anyone’s, 
attention. 

“Help!” I screamed. “Help me!” But we were parked too far away from the actual police 

station and since it was Sunday, no one was around. “Someone help me. Please!” 
Tyler tightened his arm around my throat. I couldn’t breathe. Oh my God, I thought. He’s going 
to kill me. Tyler was completely out of control. I knew if I didn’t do something soon, I was going 
to blackout.  

 
 

CHAPTER ONE EXCERPT: 
 
 

Chapter One:  Ahhh… Young Love 
 
 

Envy. There is a reason why it’s one of the seven deadly sins. It can kill you. It almost killed me. 
 

The summer of 2004, I was 26 and just got out of a long-term relationship. Good man, he just 
wasn’t the right man for me. 
 

I had just found out that my old college roommate had recently gotten engaged. The two of us 
were always “competing” during college: who was skinnier, who can pick up the most guys at 
the bar. Stupid girl stuff. Other friends of mine were either married or having babies. I think the 

last straw was finding out my high school sweetheart had gotten engaged. Somewhere in 
fantasyland, I always thought it was possible we might get back together. Needless to say, I was 

definitely envious. 
 
That summer, my roommate, Jessica, bought a house. At the time we were sharing an 

apartment, but she asked if I wanted to move into her house. Jessica and I had known each 
other since high school and she was the best roommate, and one of the best friends, I have ever 

had. Without hesitation, I agreed. A month after moving in, we had a house warming party. 
That’s when I met Tyler*. 
 

I knew Tyler slightly because he was engaged to one of Jessica’s friends, Natalie. Tyler and 
Natalie and been together for about three years. They had even come to a couple of parties 

Jessica and I had thrown at our apartment.  I had never really talked to him, though. Tyler and 
Natalie had broken up around the same time I had broken up with my-long term man. 
 

Jessica didn’t want to invite Tyler because she didn’t want any tension between him and 
Natalie. A few days before the party, though, we found out Natalie was going to be out of town. 
Coincidentally, Tyler stopped by that same night to give something of Natalie’s to Jessica. That 

was the first time I had really looked at hime and I liked what I saw: good-looking, goofy smile, 
and deep-blue eyes. The attraction was instantaneous. So, I decided to invite him to the house-

warming party. Why the hell not? Natalie wasn’t going to be there. After getting the eyes of death 
from Jessica, she reluctantly told him the day and time. 
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The night of the party, Tyler knocked on the door. When I opened it, I gave him a hug and told 
him I was glad he was there because at least I had someone to flirt with. I didn’t really pay 

attention to him too much during the party.  But after everyone had left, he and I ended up 
talking until five in the morning. 
 

A couple of nights later, we went on our first date. We went to dinner and then back to his 
house to watch a movie. We were very open with each other. I told him about my anxiety 
disorder, he told me about his drug addiction and how he had been clean for years. Five months 

later, I moved in with him, four months after that we got engaged and a year later, we were 
married. Needless to say, the relationship was on overdrive from the beginning. 

 
The relationship wasn’t perfect, but whose is? Tyler didn’t like his current job and was looking 
for a new one.  Tyler was trying to quit smoking because he knew I didn’t like it. Tyler was a 

recovering addict and going to NA meetings. It’s a stressful time. That became my mantra. Tyler 
got angry. “It’s a stressful time.” Tyler screamed at me. “It’s a stressful time.” 

 
I was an independent woman in my mid-twenties, in a stable job making $55,000 and climbing 
up the corporate ladder. I understood stress. I was also in complete denial. This was the 

beginnings of what I would later understand was a domestic violence relationship and a 
relationship with someone who has Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD). There were the 
signs of these disorders, of course, but I didn’t recognize them at the time. 

 
My paternal family is 100% Polish. In my grandmother’s generation, girls were expected to get 

married and have babies. A lot of babies. My grandmother was one of six children. After I 
graduated from high school, on Christmas Eve, my grandmother would pray that the next year I 
would get married and start a family. I always smiled and told her maybe. I loved my 

grandmother very much. She was the only grandparent I had ever known. 
 
After Tyler and I got engaged, we went to my grandmother’s house to tell her the news she had 

been waiting for. When we told her, she stood up, pushed me aside, hugged Tyler and said, 
“God bless you.” The memory still makes me smile. Three months later, she had a stroke. In 

February 2006, seven months before the wedding, my grandmother passed away. Devastation 
doesn’t even coming close to how I felt. I called in to work, stayed in bed and cried for two days. 
 

The night of the funeral, my dad's company catered dinner at my parent’s house for our family. 
On the way to their house, I noticed that the car was low on gas. I stopped at a gas station and 

asked Tyler if he could pump the gas. Tyler was on the phone and told me to pump the gas 
myself. We were only two miles from my parents’ house. I was still upset and crying from the 
funeral. I asked him again to please just pump the gas. He didn’t even bother to answer me. I 

got out of the car and pumped the gas myself. When I got back into the car, I told Tyler that I 
was upset and a little angry. What happened next was my first glimpse into the emotional 
abusive side of domestic violence. 

 
“You are such a spoiled little bitch who expects the world to be handed to you,” Tyler screamed 

at me. “Turn the fucking car around.” 
 
Not saying a word, I turned the car around and headed back home to drop off Tyler, who kept 

spewing vile words. 
 

“You and your family think you’re so much better than me. Did daddy pump your gas for you all 
the time? Well guess what? You actually have to do things yourself now. It’s time for you to grow 
up and live in the real world.” 
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Tears streamed from my eyes. I still had not said a word. 
 

“Your grandmother probably killed herself because she didn’t want to deal with you anymore. 
She probably got tired of your spoiled behavior and decided death was better than you. I’m glad 
I’m going home because I don’t want to watch your fucking family cry all night.” 

 
When we got back home, I parked in the driveway and finally let loose. 
 

“How dare you!” I screamed at the top of my lungs. “I just lost my grandmother! Get out of my 
car! Get out!” 

 
Tyler started laughing. “Look at you. You’re a joke. You should get some help for those anger 
issues of yours. Don’t bother coming back, bitch. Your shit will be on the curb.” 

 
I left and went to my parents’ house. When my dad asked about Tyler, I said we got into an 

argument and he’s at home. My dad, who is the family peacemaker and almost never says 
anything negative said under his breath, “What a night for him to pick a fight.” 
 

About an hour into dinner, Tyler called me. He said he wanted to come over and apologize. At 
this point, I was so emotionally drained I really didn’t care. When he arrived, he waltzed right 
into the house like nothing had ever happened. He pulled me aside and told me that he blew up 

because he was under so much stress from taking care of me the last couple of days. Looking 
back at the moment, I wonder how he even had the audacity to blame my grandmother’s death 

for his behavior. At the time, I was just glad he wasn’t mad anymore. 
 
The next couple of months were calm. No arguments and Tyler and I were having fun planning 

the wedding. Obviously, the argument the night of my grandmother’s funeral was a result of 
stress. We got through it and according to Tyler, it wouldn’t happen again. 
 

Early June 2006, I was in bed reading and waiting for Tyler to come home from a Narcotics 
Anonymous (NA) meeting. When he got home, he came upstairs and walked toward the bed. He 

stopped and asked if I smelled anything. 
 
“No,” I said, a little confused. 

 
“It smells like cat piss.” (We had a cat that sometimes urinated outside the litter box.) 

 
Tyler looked around the room and picked up a bed pillow off the floor. He smelled it. 
 

“She pissed on this pillow.” 
 
I laughed. “It’s sad when the pillow is right next to me and I can’t smell the pee.” 

 
Tyler didn’t laugh. “Clean it up.” 

 
“I’ll put it in the wash tomorrow. Just throw it in the basement.” 
 

Tyler picked up the pillow. “Bitch. You waited until I came home because you knew I would 
fucking clean it.” He ripped the book I was reading right out of my hands and threw it across 

the room. “Get off your fat lazy ass, get some paper towels  and clean it!” 
I started to shake. The monster had emerged again.  I couldn’t say anything. Tyler picked up the 
pillow and shoved it in my face. 
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“Smell it!” He screamed. “Can you smell it now, bitch? Now your face smells like cat piss. You’re 
disgusting. Who would want you anyway?” 

 
Tyler threw the pillow back on the floor and stormed downstairs. I just sat in bed, paralyzed 
from fear. I couldn’t think. I couldn’t speak. I couldn’t even cry. 

 
I don’t know how much time had passed before Tyler came back. Without saying a word, he 
picked up two water bottles I had sitting on the nightstand beside me, unscrewed the tops, and 

poured water on me. He laughed and went back downstairs. 
 

I took off my pajamas, turned out the light and rolled to the dry side of the bed. Before long, I 
heard Tyler come up the stairs again. I began to shake. He ripped the covers off of me. 
 

“You would sleep in a wet bed. I should have poured cat piss on you and let you sleep in that,” 
he laughed. “Get out of my fucking bed and sleep outside.” 

 
I got out of bed and put on dry pajamas. I took off my engagement ring, threw it on the bed and 
left. I went to Jessica’s house and asked if I could spend the night. I didn’t talk about what 

happened. I just told her that the engagement was off and I just needed to sleep. Jessica never 
asked any questions and I love her for that. 
 

Before long, my phone rang and it was Tyler. He asked me to come back home. I was hesitant, 
but he convinced me to come back home and talk. I left Jessica a note and went back home. 

 
When I got home, Tyler was sitting on the couch. “I’m going to get a six-pack of beer, drink it 
and kill myself.” 

 
Shocked, I sat down next to him. “Do you want me to call someone? Should I call your sponsor? 
I don’t know what to do.” 

 
Tyler kept repeating. “I’m going to kill myself.” He was crying, but there weren’t any tears. 

 
I hugged him. “We’ll get through this. We’ll get help. Please don’t kill yourself. I love you too 
much.” 

 
“Thank you,” Tyler smiled. And just like that, he got up, told me he loved me, and went to bed. 

 
Looking back, I now realize that this was Tyler’s way of manipulation. Tyler knew he let his 
anger get out of control, to the point that I walked away. To get me back, he subtly blamed me 

for what happened by alluding that he was going to commit suicide. At the time, I felt guilty for 
not cleaning the damn pillow. If I had cleaned that pillow, this never would have happened. I 
promised myself to be more careful in the future. 

 
The next morning, my engagement ring was on my nightstand. *** 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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"The Journey Home" is the story or two impoverished orphans who are on a difficult journey. Their lives are 

intertwined with caregivers who often are unable to care. The story is engaging, insightful, sensitive, 

compassionate, character embracing, and rich in both imagery and narrative - a compelling read. 

A very moving book-- as it revolves around a most compelling plot, with well timed twists, conflicts, resolutions. It 

covers many difficult current topics--adoption, non-nuclear families, mental illness and its care or lack of, sexual 

abuse, forgiveness. Clearly the author is a tremendous observer of human nature, utterly perceptive and full of 

insight into the human psyche.  

Spiritual without a preachy tone. Engaging descriptions--with local color. 
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Chapter # 1: “The Journey Home”  

“The End of Childhood” 

He had never seen the nightgown she was wearing. Delicate lace covered her neck and extended 

from the sleeves to cover part of her hands. White satin ribbons tied in soft bows added an 

exquisite touch. The fabric was white cotton, starched and stiffened. It’s beautiful simplicity 

unsettled him and he wondered why he had never noticed it before. 

“Mama,” he murmured. He yanked himself free of his sister’s hand and rushed toward the box. 

“Mama, wake up.” 

“No, Jamie, no,” she moaned, but it was too late.  

He arched over the casket to embrace his mother. Her face was ashen and grey. The cold 

clammy feel of her skin snapped him to the reality of her death. His bright blue eyes darkened. 

The tears dammed up behind them threatened, yet refused to break loose. He took a breath and 

straightened himself. He knew his mother. He loved his mother. This was not his mother. 

Her wedding ring was missing. Her hair was forced back from her face; no soft, stray curls 

framed it the way they did when she was busy working. Her mouth, taunt and dour, could not 

sing the sweet lullabies she had sung to soothe the hardness of life. Her long slender fingers 

were clasped in an unfamiliar, stern form. Like her face, they were the color of death. They were 

not the kind, soft hands that had cradled his face, had comforted, and blessed him. 

A severe hand planted itself on his shoulder. He stiffened, sensing its intent.  

“Be a man now, Jamie. Let the others have a look.” The words, like his hands, were firm and 

demanding. Any contradiction would be futile. Jamie complied only because he knew his mama 

would expect it.  

“Sometimes we just go through the motions, Jamie. God understands and will make it up, 

someway, somehow,” Uncle John declared in a judicious voice. 

He heard Mama’s voice whispering and he stepped back submissively. He would be good, but 

not for God – for her. He had watched her retreat so many times that now he was able to do 

what she had done, to withdraw within himself to a place of solace that allowed no trespassers. 

With his feelings securely fenced there, he could feel the comfort of her touch; he could permit 

himself to go through the motions.  

He stepped back and stood silently next to his sister Martha and his Uncle John. The realization 

dawned on him that he had never before been a visitor in this room. Often he had helped Mama 

carry cleaning supplies here, but he had never had an official reason to be here. The room was 

always sterile and sealed. Only exclusive occasions allowed entry – the minister’s visits, special 

guests, weddings and of course funerals. It occurred to him that his mother had spent countless 

hours cleaning and polishing here. At least it looks nice for her now, he thought. He wondered 

who would purify the room now that she was gone. 

The drawn, heavy, velvet drapes gave the room a dark, somber feeling. He knew Mama had 

loved the sunshine and wouldn’t have approved. He inspected his surroundings in the dim 
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It looked smaller than he remembered. The furniture was sparse. Two high backed chairs were 

covered in dark fabrics that had once boasted a tapestry of colors. It was obvious that time had 

long since dulled the intricate patterns. He remembered sitting on the matching sofa once when 

Mama had played the piano. It was the central piece of furniture in the room. Polished 

mahogany housed the instrument. The ivory keys, yellow with age, had seldom been touched in 

the past years. The red book of Sunday School hymns was open to the last song she had played 

for him, “Amazing Grace.” She had sung it with a sweet clear voice that made the words come 

alive. Now she was dead. The penetrating sound of the music echoed through his ears. The 

melody had turned rancid and bitter. 

When he remembered pulling out one of the tufted buttons on the sofa, the worried look on her 

face came back to him. She had scolded him and quickly pushed it back; hoping it wouldn’t be 

noticed, but it didn’t look the same. He saw it now sticking up and wanted to yank it from its 

base. He longed to pull out all the buttons from their sockets and let them know that what was 

happening was unjust. Instead, he did what was expected, standing straight and tall. 

Two slender white candles burned in buffed brass candlestick holders. They stood erect on the 

piano; the light flickered and glowed with little interest, like soldiers marching joylessly to the 

beat of a cheerless drummer. On a walnut table next to the sofa, the light of a small hurricane 

lamp flickered, casting obscure shadows on the wall. He watched it earnestly, trying to decode 

the strange language of light. It mesmerized him. 

The simple, pine casket sat on the seats of two plain kitchen chairs in the middle of the 

darkened room, in front of the white stone fireplace. No fire had warmed its hearth for many 

seasons. The mantle was bare, except for a delicate china vase that stood alone and empty. It 

looked undressed; there were no flowers to adorn its white milky skin. His Mama loved flowers.  

Wrapped in their best black finery, the visitors came forward to greet the family. They retreated 

and stood at arm’s length, as if afraid to come in contact with the curse that had robbed Esther 

of her life. For two hours the family stood, receiving the well-intentioned mourners. Few spoke 

to him or to his sister, Martha, directly. They clicked their tongues and patted his head, 

muttering obligatory condolences that he neither required nor understood. Martha responded 

with polite thanks, but Jamie could only stare mutely from the hushed, inside place where he 

hid. He saw the scene as if watching it through a peephole in the wall. In the vignette that 

unfolded, he surveyed himself standing emotionless and rigid next to his sister. One fussing 

matron enticed him to expose his sorrow. She crushed him with hugs, wanting him to feel her 

sadness, wanting him to expose his grief. He veiled his misery in a façade of courage as she 

broke into a loud lament, protesting his apparent lack of feeling. He would always remember the 

smell of mothballs intertwined with perspiration.  

Martha rescued him by gently pulling him away. She took his hand, “Jamie, it’s time to say 

goodbye.”  

“Go Jamie,” Aunt Lydia’s voice spoke softly. “Pay your last respects to your mother.”  

Martha led him again to the head of the coffin. She bent over, kissed her mother goodbye, and 

wept silently. Jamie touched her stone cold hand, remembering the last time she had held his 

face. He saw himself sitting on her bed; was it possible that it was only a day ago?  
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She had cupped her hands around his face, had looked deep into his eyes to take her leave. 

“Don’t be sad for me, Jamie,” she said. “It’s time for me to go home to be with your father.” 

“No, Mama, don’t leave us,” he had cried. 

“Jamie, remember to love God, to be good and to work hard. Promise me.” The pleading in her 

voice made it impossible for him to refuse. 

“Yes Mama, I promise,” he said kissing her cheek, stroking her hair lightly.  

“Martha,” she whispered with her last breath, “take care of your brother.” 

The rest of the day was a blur in his memory. He retained only snippets of images from the 

funeral: the warmth of the spring sun hitting his face, the dandelions that bloomed in the 

cemetery and a robin that sang in the old maple tree as they lowered her casket into the 

ground. Later it occurred to him that they were the kinds of details she would have noticed. The 

things she would have pointed out to him as they went for a walk.  

Martha tucked him into bed that night. She looked into his eyes, but they were blank. She knew 

he didn’t hear the words she spoke to comfort him, so she wrapped him in her mother’s shawl 

hoping that it would soothe his pain. There was no comfort for her either. She tried to rock him 

the way Esther had done, searching desperately for some solace for both their spirits. 

Jamie could not tell her that her arms were like salve on his wounds, that the smell of his 

mother’s essence bandaged the hole in his heart. He could not weep openly, afraid that the tears 

caged in his body would turn to screams. He breathed deeply, inhaling her lingering fragrance, 

feeling her closeness. There were so many unsaid things, so many unanswered questions, and 

so many untold stories. In the silence, there was only the throbbing, wordless pain of 

emptiness.  

The two children huddled in the bed. They slept fitfully, hibernating like scared cubs fearful of 

the realities that daylight would bring. Even in sleep, they were afraid to let go of each other, 

perhaps sensing that the end of sleeping would also be the end of their childhood.  

© Willy Nywening 
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                                                                             Synopsis 
 
The Mailer family is oblivious to the terrible danger that enters their 
lives when seven-year-old Anthony is referred to the child guidance 
service by the family GP following the breakdown of his parents’ 
marriage. 
 
Fifty-eight year old Dr David Galbraith, a sadistic predatory pedophile 
employed as a consultant child psychiatrist, has already murdered one 
child in the soundproofed cellar below the South Wales Georgian 
town-house he shares with his wife and two young daughters. 
 
Anthony becomes Galbraith’s latest obsession, and he will stop at 
nothing to make his grotesque fantasies reality. 
 
Why I wrote the novel: 
 
The novel is entirely fictional, but draws on my experiences as a police 
officer, child protection social worker, manager, and trainer. 
During my career I was faced with case after case that left me 
incredulous as to the harm sexual predators chose to inflict on their 
victims. The book reflects that reality. 
 
The story is set in 1992, a more naive time when many found it 
extremely difficult to believe that a significant number of adults posed 
a serious risk to children. 
 
The book includes content that some readers may find upsetting from 
the start. 
 
It is dedicated to survivors everywhere.  

 

 

 

 



 

                                      Chapter 1 

 

                       Thursday, 9, January 1992 

 

The video featured two middle-aged men wearing nothing but black leather bondage hoods, who 

were eagerly assaulting an eight-year-old boy with shoulder-length russet brown hair parted in 
the middle. Their blows gradually increased in severity until their victim slumped unconscious 
and bleeding. He hung there, suspended by twisted arms, with his head dangling towards a 

white-tiled floor stained with intermingling bodily fluids. 

  As the film came to an eventual blood-spattered conclusion, fifty-eight-year-old Dr David 

Galbraith wiped himself with a paper hankie taken from a box kept next to the desktop 
computer, discarded the soiled tissue in a waste paper basket to the right of his desk, switched 

off the television, and ejected the tape from the VCR. 

  He returned to his seat, balanced his gold metal-rimmed reading glasses on the bridge of his 

nose, opened the olive green cardboard file on the desktop in front of him, and began perusing 
the contents… The cellar provided an excellent production studio, both functional and 

aesthetically pleasing. It wasn’t quite perfect, of course; the family kitchen didn’t provide the 
ideal access point. And forcing the Welsh oak dresser aside on each and every occasion was an 
unfortunate necessity. But, nonetheless, its development was something to be proud of. And 

only utilising professional assistance on a strictly cash basis from like-minded contacts made 
absolute sense. Security was everything. 

  Lining the walls with eight-inches of highly efficient soundproofing foam was truly inspired. 

Even the most piercing and prolonged screams couldn’t be heard in the rest of the house, or 

anywhere else for that matter. It was entirely practical, as was the stainless steel medical 
trolley. Where else would he keep the various tools of his trade? 

  He actively controlled his breathing and closed his eyes for a second or two, before opening 

them slowly and refocusing on his notes… And what of his plaything? How did the process 
begin? It was important to pin down the specific details; important to identify the precise 

moment in time. Ah, yes, he first saw the little bastard at Tŷ Gwyn children’s home, and decided 
immediately that he provided suitable project material if the opportunity arose. And of course, 

fate smiled on him.                                                                                                                   

  Dr Galbraith turned the page…  He was driving the Daimler in the direction of Caerystwyth, 

and despite the poor visibility he spotted the little bastard walking, head bowed, in the opposite 
direction. That was worthy of a symbolic pat on the back if anything was. 

  Whether or not to abduct the little bastard wasn’t an easy decision to make. He knew it was 

risky. Maybe he became complacent and gambled with his freedom? And what if he’d been 

caught? It just didn’t bear thinking about. 

  The doctor bit his lower lip hard, and resisted the impulse to shriek as the pressure in his 

head escalated exponentially: pounding, booming, compression and sound that made him twist 
and blink and squirm and pant for breath… The long game would have been a much safer 
option. Why the hell did he deviate from such a well-established and successful protocol? 
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He repeatedly clenched and relaxed his fists… At the end of the day, the opportunity to make 

fantasy reality was just too good to ignore. That was reasonable, wasn’t it? His actions weren’t 
entirely irresponsible. He’d entertained numerous guests over the years without even a hint of 

police attention. All right, he hadn’t abducted a child before, that was a first, but he’d taken a 
minute or two to weigh up the pros and cons in his mind before acting. The country road was 

predictably quiet, he hadn’t seen another car for at least ten minutes or more, and even in the 
unlikely event that one had come along at an inopportune moment, what would the driver have 
seen in those few brief seconds anyway? It’s not as if the little bastard struggled. 

  The little bastard recognised him as soon as he braked, reversed, and wound down the window 
with an electric buzz. He appeared impressed by the car. Why wouldn’t he be? And the appalling 

weather certainly helped. The little bastard took little persuasion to jump into the front 
passenger seat despite his usual diffidence. Yes, he complained somewhat, and started asking 

infuriating questions once he realised they weren’t travelling in the direction of the children’s 
home. But, he was still a powerful man. It wasn’t difficult to knock the little bastard senseless. 

  Dr Galbraith laughed, head back, throat taut, Adam’s apple protruding… What a glorious 

moment! He’d felt omnipotent, as if he could get away with anything. And who knows, maybe he 

could have. There was no room for doubt that day. No invasive, incomprehensible cacophony 
inside his skull to make his life a fucking misery. 

  Transferring the little bastard to the car boot was an excellent idea. Utilising the Persian rug to 

facilitate his journey from boot to cellar was a stroke of genius. And Cynthia didn’t suspect a 
damn thing. Not that she’d have dared ask any unwelcome questions anyway.  

  Carrying the little bastard down the twelve cold grey concrete steps proved easy enough. 
Throwing him to the tiled floor was virtually effortless. It only took one punch to bring him back 

to semiconsciousness, before administering the fast-acting psychoactive drug. And it worked 
quickly. But then it always did. 

  Good old Sherwood only took about twenty-minutes to arrive. All he had to do was make the 
call, say they had a guest waiting, and he came immediately. The fool must have driven at 

break-neck speed. What the hell was the man thinking? 

  Sherwood paused momentarily when he saw the dark blood pooled around the little bastard’s 

head. Why did the man entertain such regrettable doubts? If only he’d learnt to embrace his 
true-nature, things may have worked out differently. 

  Dr Galbraith frowned… And he had to do much of the work himself. He had to pull the little 
bastard up by his hair, and slap him in the face, again and again and again, until he eventually 

regained consciousness, and supported his own weight. He had to push the little bastard hard 
against the cellar wall and hold him there by the throat. He had to order Sherwood to secure the 
little bastard’s wrists in the black steel manacles above his head. He had to force the feeding 

tube up one of the little bastard’s nostrils, down his throat and into his stomach. Coming to 
think of it, he addressed the majority of necessary tasks without significant assistance. He 

could almost certainly manage the entire process unaided if required.  

  What the hell was he thinking? A man of his elevated status and superior intellect shouldn’t be 

burdened with manual labour. That was the role of the followers, rather than the visionaries. 

  But, was he doing Sherwood’s memory a disservice? The man wasn’t totally useless. He 

stripped the little bastard off and hosed him down with the high pressure washer; he held his 
head still like an attentive staff nurse, he fetched the high-calorie intravenous fluid and 

attached it to the drip stand, and he made the coffee afterwards. Now, that was something 
Sherwood was good at. Maybe at some point in the not-too-distant future he should consider a 
suitably pliant replacement. It was certainly worth considering.    
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 Dr Galbraith broke into a smile that lit up his face… Sherwood was so disappointed when told 

that producing the first video would have to wait for another day. The man never did 
understand the need to maintain meticulous records despite his social science background. It 

was another of the simpleton’s insurmountable failings.               

  His smile evaporated as quickly as it appeared… It was something of a shock when the little 

bastard’s heart stopped after just ten days. But at least the process was immortalised on film 
for future reference.  

  Sherwood hadn’t taken it well, of course. It seemed guilt could be a terrible burden for those 
who indulged such pointless emotions. What was it he said at the time? He thought they’d gone 

too far. He thought they’d crossed a line. And maybe he was right. What use was a dead child?  

  Dismembering the body proved a surprisingly demanding process. But at least the surgical 

skills learnt in medical school, had finally been put to good use. And keeping Sherwood on side 
was an onerous task. All the fool had to do was hold the little bastard’s head and limbs still. 

How hard could it be? Was it really necessary to throw up constantly and howl like a hungry 
baby? 

  The floor was soiled to such an extent that it was difficult to tell the original colour of the tiles. 

And the stench! At least Sherwood cleaned up fairly effectively after a great deal of animated 

cajoling: will you stop throwing up, man? Use the damn bleach, unblock the drain, you’ve 
missed some. Come on, Richard, you’ve missed some! It may well have been easier to clean up 
and bag the damn body himself. 

   And then came the grim aftermath. Fantasy-offending-remorse-fantasy-offending-remorse: a 
depressingly predictable pattern. But this time was different. Sherwood tried to minimize his 

responsibility. He spouted some mindless crap about loving children too much. The man was a 
childcare expert, he was a relatively intelligent man, he’d read the relevant text books, he 

understood the theory from an academic perspective. He must have known that was utter shit. 
Surely not even Sherwood could be that deluded?  

  And even after all that, he tried to help the man despite the obvious inconvenience. He showed 

him the four videos, which at the end of the day spoke for themselves. In reality they weren’t so 
very different. It was blatantly obvious, but for some inexplicable reason it needed saying. What 

more could he conceivably have done? He’d even shared that he too experienced occasional 
nagging doubts in the early days of his offending, all those years ago. All right, it may have been 

more to do with a fear of arrest than a crisis of conscience, but for a time, in the early days of 
their relationship, he had hoped that Cynthia may change him. Perhaps if he’d chosen an 
emotionally stronger woman she’d have steered him along a different path. Maybe if Cynthia 

had spawned boys rather than her two nauseating female brats, he’d have understood what it 
was other parents felt for their offspring. But, no, no, the bitch couldn’t even get that right. 

   It beggared belief. How could an apparently intelligent woman be so consistently stupid? And 

Sherwood wasn’t much better. If a respected doctor such as himself could abandon any 

semblance of a conscience, learn to fully embrace his true nature, and view life and death from 
a purely Darwinian perspective, why the hell couldn’t Sherwood do likewise? That was the one 
thing which may have saved him. Was there really a need for that endless self-indulgent soul 

searching? What was it Sherwood said on the subject?  

That the burden of guilt was overwhelming! That there was no escaping the dark world he’d 

played his part in creating. What the hell was that about? 
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 And despite everything, he’d utilised his therapeutic skills in an attempt to help the man. He’d 

explained why they did what they did. Why Sherwood did what he did. That he was facing his 
true-self for the first time, with no room for his usual rationalisation, self-deception, or denial. 

But, Sherwood’s guilt became even more entrenched. He insisted that Gareth’s death was a 
watershed moment. Gareth! He actually used the little bastard’s name, and claimed he’d never 

offend again as a result of his death. 

  Dr Galbraith slammed the palm of his right hand down on his desktop… Claiming he’d talk to 

the authorities rather than harm another child was an abomination. Sherwood became an 
intolerable liability at that precise moment. Something had to be done. It really was as simple as 
that. 

  Two days passed, and Sherwood was still maintaining his laughable position. The man even 

turned down the opportunity to attend a gathering of the ring. He hadn’t missed a meeting for 
years. That was far too significant a development to ignore. Enough was enough. Providing the 
paracetamol was an act of human kindness. 

  He sat Sherwood on that ghastly bohemian red leather settee of his, poured one tot of single 
malt-whisky after another down his ungrateful throat, and handed him the tablets one at a 

time. He even did that for the man before repeatedly reinforcing his feelings of guilt and 
remorse: ‘You’ve done terrible things, Richard. You will never overcome your guilt, Richard. You 

will harm other children, Richard. Death can be a welcome release, Richard. It needn’t be 
painful, Richard.’ It was something along those lines. Anyway, whatever his choice of words they 
had the desired effect. That’s what mattered. And liver damage wasn’t such a bad way to go, 

was it? Why concern himself? Sherwood was better off dead. There seemed little purpose in 
further pondering such inconsequence. 

  Dr Galbraith removed his spectacles, closed Gareth’s project file, and was instantly back in the 
present. He ran a hand through his neat black hair, rose easily from his seat, pulled up his 

pants and trousers, and tucked his shirt-tail into his waistband with both hands… It had been 
too long, far too long, and no amount of reminiscing would sustain him, however dedicated his 
approach.  

  He took a GP referral letter from an inside pocket of the bespoke navy-blue single-breasted suit 
jacket hanging on the back of the study door, removed it from its ivory envelope, returned to his 

seat, unfolded it carefully, and reread it for the sixth time since receiving it the previous 
morning… The little bastard was the past, and a new project was essential if the pressure in his 

head were to become even remotely manageable. 

 He blinked repeatedly as a single bead of sweat ran down his forehead and found a home in his 

left eye… It was looking hopeful. His new patient was the correct gender and within the required 
age range. He had to be worth a look, didn’t he? 

  He closed his eyes again and nodded once, confirming the conclusion of his ruminations…  

Yes, yes, of course he was. New projects made life worth living. 
 

Buy Online 
http://www.amazon.com/WHITE-COLDEST-COLOUR-John-

Nicholl/dp/1785106910 
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Questions and ©2014 by  
Jane Peskara/Audrey Valentine, 

Answered by Elle Klass 
 

Q: How old are you? Where are you from? 

A: I don’t like to give away my exact age but I have two grown daughters. I am 

from the San Francisco bay area, California. I am now transplanted in Florida. 

 

Q: You are a writer. When did u realize, writing is what you want to do? 

A: I’ve always had a creative mind. 

My sisters and I used to make up crazy stories together. 

Both my younger sister Terri Klaes Harper and I are authors. Crazy Huh! 

When I got my first computer way back in college is when I really started writing. 

I can type quickly, even though I learned using the hunt and peck method. My 

fingers can almost catch my brain. 

 

Q: What are you writing about? 

A: Currently, I just finished editing Baby Girl Book 3 which will be released mid 

July. 

Over the next few weeks I’ll be going over the edits for Eye of The Storm getting it 

ready for release in October. In November I plan on participating in  

NaNoWriMo again. I just haven’t decided which story to go with. I will either write 

the sequel to Eye of The Storm or maybe finish Baby Girl Book 4 unless of course I’ve 

already done so. 

 

Q: Can you tell us a bit about your book/s? 

 A: As Snow falls was my first published Novel. It’s about a woman, Storm, as she 

passes through life. 

It’s what I call a fictional memoir. 

She learns through trial and error as we all do what love truly is. 

Baby Girl my short story series is about a young girl, Cleo, who is abandoned by her 

mother at 12. She faces survival issues, is hunted down, and finally seeks to know 

what happened to her mom and the answers behind her existence which she 

discovers in book 4. 

Eye of The Storm is a humorous suspense thriller about two women whose lives 

intertwine in a deadly manner. 

  

Q: What do you want to achieve with your writing? 

A: I like to entertain people and yes, I hope one day to quit my day job and write 

full time. Balancing my writing passion with a full time job is overwhelming at 

times. 
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Q: Do you have any idols? 

A: I do have an idol, Jerry Rice, retired wide receiver for the San Francisco Forty 

Niners. He could catch any ball with ease and grace, probably still can. His 

dedication and hard work always present, and I love his humble personality. If I 

could meet anyone famous he would be the guy. 

 

Q: Do you like to read? If so, have you any favorite authors or Genres? 

Or something you absolutely don’t want to read? 

A: I love to read and I’m not genre specific. I like a great story that is well written, 

mostly fiction. 

About two years ago I discovered indie authors and now they are all I read. I 

could name so many good ones. 

My kindle reader is full of great indies and authors who publish with small 

publishing houses such as John Reinhard Dizon, Marcha Fox, John Tucker, P.S. 

Winn, Lilo Abernathy, Clarrissa Lee Moon, just to name a few. 

 

Q: Is there something important you want the readers to know about you? 

A: I’m a stubborn, determined person, but also a free spirit. 

I believe there is nothing in life I can’t accomplish if I set my mind to it. My 

dreams are meant to be my realities. 

 

Q: What are your plans for the future (as writer and private)? 

A: For the future, I plan on writing full time and living on the beach. The ocean is 

a huge inspiration for me. The breezes and pounding surf bring on my creative 

energy.  

 

Jane/Audrey: Thank you Elle, it was a pleasure to interview you, wish you all the 

best for the future. 

Elle: Thank you for having me. 
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Please do greet our contributors with appreciation for their 

beautiful work by emailing us mentioning their name. 

Also LIKE us on facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/WhenInspirationStrikes 

Don’t forget to send us your Feedback at 

wis.submission@gmail.com 

Thank You! :) 
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  WhenInspirationStrikes is an English Literary Forum- 

founded by Shikha Sharma (India) and Shaikh Mehmood (Pakistan). 

Further the forum was also given a great support by Humera Sultana-Masters in English 

Literature · Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh (Saudi Arabia) and Jane Peskara/Audrey Valentine (Austria). 

 

WIS also organizes its own Educational Event by the name WISEE. The event comprises of such 

motivational and encouraging competitions which will serve as catalyst of upbringing the bright and 

aspiring talents to showcase their passion and skills. The main incentive of the event is to provide the 

young learners an established platform of International standard, so that they could ascend themselves 

up to the level of professionalism and sustain their unique and creative skills to the verge of excellence. 
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